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Four Students Vie for Presidency
BY ROBERT TURNER
Thomas "Junior" Walker won
last week's primary handily, receiving 5.87 votes to nearest opponent
Hugh Burns' 304 votes. Walker and
Burns are the only candidateswhose
names will appear on this week's
final election ballot. Two students,
Mike Hugo (who finished third in
the primary) and Jim Moran, have
announced their intentions of running write-in campaigns for the
UGBC presidency.
Walker criticized two of his opponents, labelling Burns "a
politician" and saying of Moran
that he "is already involved with
UAS, backed by Tom Flynn and
most of the UGBC machine. You've
seen the action, or rather non-action
of that clique," Walker said.
"Moran will represent nothing more
than a replay of Tom Flynn's

government. We don't need

into a theater" and the utilizationof
politicians as UGBC president. We O'Connell House Annex as an art
need a student who feels for student gallery. "The funds for converting
problems. We need a representative these buildings could come," according to Walker, "from the grant
government which will represent the
that the Gillette Co. has offered
views of all."
"I feel," Walker added, "that this BC."
Primary runner-up Hugh Burns
can be done through a coalition
(A&S '75) told The Heights that
government. The coalition will have
representatives from the Women's "the most formidable challenge"
Center, resident students, commuter facing student government at BC is
students, transfer students, the "the quality of academics." He
Jewish Student Alliance, Black criticized the Long Range Fiscal
Talent, and Spanish-speaking Planning Report saying that it
students. These representatives will "completely and conspicuously ighave a voting voice in all UGBC nores academic considerations
which, in any university setting, candecisions."
Walker said that "Since it is the not be segregated from fiscal constudents who are paying for their cerns."
college educations, it only seems fair
"Boston College is expanding too
that they be able to choose what far, too fast. We can't presently acthey are paying for. The student commodate the number of students
body needs a stronger, more we have on campus adequately."
representative voice when the AdBurns cited housing, cafeteria
ministration proposes tuition infacilities and parking as three areas
creases and tenure for faculty. of concern because of overUGBC should stand firm on this decrowding, and he went on to say that
mand. The Administration should "even the bookstore is too small for
not ignore the recommendations of a university the size of Boston
the Budget Committee, nor should College."
the Administration ignore student
Burns said another important
voices on tenure, for no longer can task would be student apathy at BC,
BC afford the loss fo such professors "How many students know what
as Reynolds and Serns because this UGBC is? ," Burns aoUctd. "How
also discourages future professors many students know what it does'?
There is a tremendous and irresponseeking tenure from coming to BC."
Walker went on to say that "the sible lack of communication
weight of the student voice on between the present administration
teacher evaluation sheets often seem of UGBC and the student body."
"The two solutions to student
to go unnoticed. The classroom
situation should be a two-way apathy at BC," according to Burns,
process allowing the student to "are, first of all, the publication of a
grade his instructor on the quality of monthly UGBC newsletter describeducation that he receives. Much ing in detail the activities, acgreater emphasis should be put on complishments and proposals of
this area to let the students be more UGBC. I feel that a newsletteris so
involved in determining theircollege
education."
As part of his platform. Walker
also supports Mass PIRG, expanded counselling services and a
BYMcDONOUGH
JOHN
Write-in candidates for UGBC program of cultural development at
University President J. Donald
President Jim Moran (above) and BC which could allow for "the conMike Hugo. Photos by Dodson.
version of Campion Auditorium Monan has informed History Chairman John Heineman that he will not
initiate a formal review of the A&S
Promotions Committee's decisions
denying promotion to full professor
to Dr. Andrew Buni and tenure to
Dr. Alan Lawson.
Heineman told The Heights that
he plans to initiate a formal grievance on behalf of the History
BY THOMAS LENZ
Department with the University
and BERNARD BELLON
Grievance Committee, asking them
On Tuesday, February 12, an eight man team of Soviet agents to "investigate certain disturbing
paraded into the apartment of author Alexandr Solzhenitsyn and in- questions" relating to the decisions.
voluntarih' carried him off to detention. Some 12 hours later, the "A mistake was made here," he
said, "I'm sorry that the President
clothes on his back his sole possessions, he was spirited out of his
decided not to conduct his own
native country in a commercial aircraft, shadowed by the omnipre- has
sent contingent of Soviet agents.
Two hours after the "arrest," Solzhenitsyn's wife, Natasha,

Junior Walker (left) and Hugh Burns placed first and second
respectively in last week's UGBC Primary.

Last Week's Primary Results
Burns
D'Onofrio
Hugo
LeShane
Malloy
Spadavecchio
Todd
Walker
Resha

%of
A&S Nurs SOM Educ Total Total
150
13
102
39 304 15.3
111
8
41
35
195
9.8
54
55
99
60
268 13.5
4
10
27
8
49
2.4
115
41
22
28
206
10.4
47
6
26
10
89
4.5
22
27
13
3.4
6
68
346
34
109
98 587 29.6
11
46
23
137
6.9
57
1903

important that I am willing to
sacrifice my salary to finance such a
and, by the way, perhaps
venture
most students don't realize that the
president receives a salary of $2000
of which he usually gives $500 to
?

each of his two assistants.
"My second proposal," Burns
continued, "is the establishment of a
liaison program in all the dorms.
There would be a representative in
(Continued on page 12)

Lawson, Buni Refused Special Reviews

The Solzhenitsyn Case:

An Interview with Yuri Glazov

stranded in their Moscow apartment with three small sons, received
a call from Yuri Glazov. To this date, it was the last in a series of
correspondences between Glazov and those directly related to the
Solzhenitsyn problem in Russia. Glazov is a friend of the brilliant
physicist Andrei Sakharov and a lecturer at Boston College.
Forced to leave the Soviet Union in September, 1972, Glazov has
remained in close touch with Russian dissidents, and is something of
a liaison for them in the United States. Before his departure, Glazov
was unemployed for four years through the work of the Russian
authorities. They rendered his prior study useless because of a
philosophy of Human Rights.
Had he not left the Soviet Union when he did, Glazov would
probably be in prison today. Along with his wife and two small
children, Glazov has made the transition to America, but maintains
a watchful eye on events within Russia.
HEIGHTS: You placed a phone call to Natasha Solzhenitsyn, the
author's wife, didn't you?
GLAZOV: Yes. On Sunday, I had spoken with Academician Andrei
Sakharov. The situation had become very grave on that day [with
Solzhenitsyn's refusal of a summons from a Soviet Court.] When I
(Continued on page 8)

review and I'm taking the matter to
the Grievance Committee to obtain
a review."
Lawson is scheduled to meet with
Monan this afternoon to be informed of the President's decision.
It is possible that Monan has decided to grant Lawson tenure without
conducting a formal review, though
this is considered unlikely. Buni has
already been formally informed of
the President's refusal.
Though neither Lawson nor Buni
will themselves complain to the
Grievance Committee, neither has
any objection to the department's
doing so. Lawson commented, "I
don't object because the Chairman
has his own position to maintain.He

has some larger issues to clarify."
Buni stated that he "would not
mind," adding "you always feel that
you have grounds" for a complaint.
Both Lawson and Buni were rejected, according to A&S Dean
Thomas O'Malley, for reasons of
'publications.' Lawson's
publications list include the book,
The Failure of Independent
Liberalism, which was awarded the
1967 Allan Nevins Prize as the outstanding dissertation in American
History. Buni's latest work, Robert
L. Vann and the Pittsburgh Currier,
was praised by August Meier, a
well-known race historian, as a
significant contribution to the field.
In Buni's case, the reason for
denial was that the book had received too few reviews. The chief reason
that
the book has not yet been
published, according to Buni, is
that "there was a paper and
chemical shortage" at the University of Pittsburgh Press.
Heineman stated that "the Buni
case disturbs me in its implication
because of the narrow and technical
manner in which the Promotions
Committee
handled
the problems are
publication
such that Andy had no control over
them." He added, "The desirability
of having books firmly out and
seems ironic in view of
reviewed
the overall promotions decisions
this year."
Regarding the Lawson case,
Heineman felt the University had
violated an agreement to Lawson
made two years ago by not giving
Lawson full and serious consideration this year. Lawson is an
associate professor without tenure
and has one year remaining on a
(Continued on page 9)
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Yuri Glazov. Photo by Taylor.

NEWSBRIEFS

Announcements

Monday, February 18

Political Science Caucus to create
real student involvement in the
The BC Women's Ice Hockey Team DPS. There will be a meeting at 4:30
will be playing their first game in McGuinn Auditorium.Come and
against Norwood High. From 1:45- get involved.
-2:45 pm. It's free, and all are
welcome.
?

Photo Exhibit by students of Dr.
George Goldsmith, McElroy Lower
Foyer. Through Feb. 22.

Tuesday, February 19
Campion,
UGBC Elections
Cushing, Lyons and Fulton foyers, 9
am to 4 pm. Get out and vote!

UGBC Elections
Campion,
Cushing, Lyons and Fulton foyers, 9
am to 4 pm. Get out and vote!

Humanities Series and Cultural

SIMS Meeting, 11 am, McElroy
114.

Committee present Tom Joanidez,
Pottery, McElroy third floor lobby.
Peace and War Symposium, 4 pm,

?

?

(Ext. 191), for further

Kappa Delta Epsilon meeting, 1:30
pm, Campion Faculty Lounge.
Karate, 4 pm, Resident Student
Lounge.

Tae Kwon Do, 7 pm, Campion
Auditorium.

?

Students whose parents' income is in the $10,000-$ 12,000
range or lower may be eligible and
should pick up an application immediately in the Financial Aid Office. Deadline is April I, 1974.
year.

..

Outing Club meeting, 5 pm, Murray
Conference Room. Talk on
Wilderness Survival by Lyn Dramatic Societ Readers Theatre.
Madison.
Talented playwrights of the Boston
area in coordination with BC
School of Nursing Fashion Show, 6 Dramatics Society will present new
and talented material in the form of
pm, Cushing 001.
one-act plays. 8 pm, Resident StuGamma Theta Epsilon meeting, 6 dent Lounge.
pm, McGuinn sth floor lounge.
Romance Languages Department
Science Fiction Club meeting, 7 pm, presents French Theatrical ProducMcElroy 114.
tion, 7 pm, Mm ray Conference
Room.
Kappa Delta Epsilon Rush Night, 7
PIRG Meeting, 7:30 pm, McElroy
pm, McGuinn 3rd floor lounge.
Friday, February 22
114.
SIMS meeting, 7 pm, Campion
Professor Allan Hoffman of the SIMS meeting, 11 am, McElroy
Faculty Lounge.
UMass at Amherst will speak on 114.
Resident Fellow Program, "On "The Dilemma of Nuclear Power."
Death and Dying," 7 pm, O'Connell All invited. 4:15 pm in Higgins Hall, Karate, 4 pm, Resident Student
Lounge.
102.
room 307.

Financial Aid application packages

for 1974-75 are now available in the
Financial Aid Office. Forms must
be completed and returned by
March 1, 1974.

Any women interested in obtaining
a Carnegie Internship, in any
professional field in which there is a
minority of women, contact Barbara
Pearson of the Women and Career
Options Office, McElroy 225.
Hurry! There are a few tickets left to
the O'Connell Gala, Middle-March.
Get yours weekday evenings in
O'Connell. All those who have
already purchased tickets may pick
up their formal invitations in
O'Connell from 8:00 pm to midnight this week. Questions? Call
Geoff Fay at ext. 2266.

?

Movie "King Kong" in McGuinn.
Starring King Kong and Fay Wray.

College Life Seminar presented by
Campus Crusade for Christ. Movie
World of Seance Peace will be
shown. 7 pm, Murray House.

Movie "Morgan" in McGuinn.
Starring David Werner, Vanessa
Redgrave. Yet another gorilla flick.

UGBC Student Alumni Relations
Committee presents a career encounter evening focusing on Careers Thursday, February 21
Have a good vacation! Classes
in Business and Management. Aimresume on March
ed particularly at the nonDiscussion by several lawyers on law
management major. 7:30 pm, school and legal careers at the third
Murray Conference Room.
floor lounge in McGuinn at 2 pm.

final week to' enteß
the Stylus Haiku Contest

Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,

Private Camps, Dude Ranches and
Resorts throughout the nation.
Over 50,000 students aided each
year. For FREE information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED enve-

lope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell. MT 59901.

...YOU MUST APPLY EARLY...
ASSiST *NCE PROGRAM M*
TMiSSTuOENT
SEW WED By THE FEDERAL traoE COM
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STUDY IN

GUADALAJARA, MEXICO

Official entry blank

Send all entries c/o
'Haiku Contest'
Stylus
McElroy Commons
Offer ends February 25,1974

Thousands of Topics

pOj£ OFF PIZZA WITH THIS AEV
HELLAS PIZZA HOUSE

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

Fully accredited University of
Arizona GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL offers July 1-August 10,
1974 courses in ESL, bilingual education, Spanish, anthropology, art, folk
dance and folk music, geography,
government and history. Tuition
SI70: room and board in Mexican
home 5215. For brochure write:
International Programs, 413 New
Psychology, University of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona 85721.
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w tn every 4 large pizzas get I small free
with every 6 small pizzas get 1 small free
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Compiled by Tom Short.

highs and
lows? Wanna find out the

Bummed

out by

temperature?

Small Claims Court Referral Service: Consumer, landlord and other
ripoffs up to $400 can be taken to
SCC without a lawyer. Open Thursday and Friday, 12-4 pm. McElroy
228 Mass PIRG.

Dial 936-1234 and ask for
Thos.

A limited number of places are
available for individually directed
retreats during vacation. Consult

CLASSIFIEDS

A reminder,
If you were selected as a subject for the
blood pressure study and as yet have been
unable to attend the clinic, please come at
one of the following times:
Tuesday. February 19 from 5-7 pm
Thursday, February 21 from 11:30 am
1:30 pm
We will be in the Faculty Lounge in
Cushing Hall. Your participation means the
success of the study.

A REMINDER

-

Ride needed to Washington, D.C. approx.
Feb. 22. Will share driving and expenses.
Call Jackie at 731-0072.
EUROPE-ISRAEL-AFRICA

Travel discounts year round
International Student Travel Center
739 Boylston St., Suite 113
Boston, Te. (617) 267-1122

?

-

"HOW TO GET A JOB (AND SURVIVE) IN
Names,
ASPEN" Special report tells all
Places. Addresses. Maps, Phone
Numbers. Etc. Mail check for $5.00 to: Red
Rocks Publications. Box 9638-R. Denver,
Colo. 80209.
?

I

RESERVOIR PROVISION CO.
Dealers in High Grade Groceries
Foreign and Domestic Liquors

The overwhelming response
to the Stylus Haiku Contest
assures us that a sonnet
contest may have the same
result: thus we proclaim

'

ionnen uantest

McSoy Commons
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** *

-
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"Magnificent mind-blowing

Competition

PIpisp arlrlrp>;« all pntripc

1922 Beacon Street
Tel. LOngwood 6 5588
Brighton, Mass.
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Stylus

1930 Beacon Street Cleveland Circle
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If you were selected as a
subject for the blood pressure
study and as yet have been
unable to attend the clinic,
please come at one of the
following times:
Tuesday, Feb. 19
from 5
7 pm
Thursday, Feb. 21
from 11:30 am 1:30 pm
We will be in the Faculty
Lounge in Cushing Hall. Your
participation means the
success of the study.

information.

Freshman Financial Aid
All
freshmen are encouraged to apply
for the Federal Government's new
Basic Opportunity Grant Program
which is only open to freshmen this

?

Cushing Faculty Lounge.

Gold Key Society meeting, 4:15 pm,
Cushing 001.

Chaplain's Office, McElroy 141

Lunchtime Concert featuring the Student Performers Can you sing,
BC Band, 12 noon. Resident Stu- dance, play an instrument (solo or in
dent Lounge (To be confirmed).
a group) or do dramaticreadings? If
so, please register in the Office of
Chess Club meeting, 6 pm, Fulton Student Activities, McElroy 141.
300.
We're trying to compile a list of
available student talent on campus.
Hatha Yoga, 7 pm, Campion FaculInternational Students
Foreign
ty Lounge.
Student Directors are available in
Civilization with Sir Kenneth Clark. McElroy 229, Foreign Student OfTonight the last chapter, "Heroic fice. Drop by and pick one up
Materialism," 7 pm, Murray between 12 and 4 pm.
Conference Room.
An additional service for Foreign
Romance Languages Department Students
Bob Fernando may be
presents La Cara del Angel, 7 pm,
reached at 232-9123. Ifyou have any
Higgins 304.
areas of concern (studies, environment, culture, loneliness) why not
Speech Department, "Rhetoric of talk to Bob.
the Dusk," 7 pm, Cushing 001.
Attention All Clubs and
Please drop in to
Philosophy Department Seminar, 7 Organizations
the Office of Student Activities to
pm, Murray House.
re-register for second semester to
Mendel Club meeting, "What Price verify your club's officers as soon as
Health," 7:30 pm, an NBC film possible.
documentary, with a film rebuttal
by the AMA, and a wine and cheese Need a place to practice a piano,
social hour. Resident Student study or just relax ... try O'Connell
Lounge, McElroy. Free for Mendel Student Union on the Upper CamClub membersand student nurses
pus.
$.50 for all others.
The Film Board Needs New
Duties and responVeteran's Union will meet from 1 to Members!
2 pm in Murray Conference Room
sibilitiesinclude collecting tickets at
to discuss Veterans Cost of Instrucweekend movies and in assisting in
tion Program and Fate of $33,000. selection of films for next year. If
you're interested and have a
reasonableknowledge of films, leave
your name and number with
Suzanne Loughlin or Susan
Rosenstock in Student Activities,
McElroy 141.
?

Wednesday,
February 20

?
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Carolyn Clay, Boston Phoenix

'

"The 'IN' loony-bin to visit"?
Arthur Friedman, Real Paper
SAVE MONEY: STUDENT
discount! student rushi

CHARLES^LAYHOUSE
4231767
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BC to Take Reservoir Rebid, Dorms May Need Sprinkler System
ban Development (HUD). After
BY BRIAN GALLAGHER
Boston College has rejected all lengthy communication with both
bids received for construction of the the local HUD office and the office
Reservoir Dorms, due to in Washington, we decided to have
"irregularitiesin bid submittal," ac- the project re-bid to insure that the
cording to University officials.
propriety of the bids would be unAt the same time, questions have questionable."
arisen as to whether BC will be forcCampanella stated that from a
ed to add a $250,000 sprinkler legal standpoint "it would be possible if the present bids were accepted
system to the dorm specifications.
Executive Vice-President Frank for a company that is not awarded
Campanella told The Heights, "A the contract to contest the matter
majority of the ten contractors who because of submittal irregularities.
turned in bids before the February It's obviously beneficial to the
12th deadline made some mistakes University to avoid this type of
in filling out the necessary forms for situation."
the Department of Housing and UrCampanella cited "a general un-

familiarity with HUD paperwork by creased by 5% due to a malicious damage. We've had quite
the contractors" as the reason so Massachusetts fire ordinance which a bit of trouble in the Hillsides with
many bids were submitted incorrectgoes into effect on March 1. Under people fooling with fire equipment.
ly. "To insure that this problem does the new act, all buildings over 70 It's unfortunate, but if people are
not occur again the local HUD offeet in height which are constructed going to act this way, a sprinkler
fice will hold a meeting for all in- after March 1 will be required to system could cause a lot of
terested bidders to explain exactly have a built-in sprinkler system. problems."
how the forms are to be filled out." Estimates of cost for a sprinkler
There is some question as to
The new bidding period began on system in Reservoir Dorms are whether BC will be forced to put a
February 14 and will last until the between $250,000 and $300,000.
sprinkler system in the Reservoirs.
first of March. The ten contractors
Campanella stated that the Boston
stated
that
BC
does
Campanella
who first submitted bids are all exBuilding Department interprets the
not consider a sprinkling system in
pected to re-submit.
"under construction" as
phrase
The Heights learned this week the dorms a good idea. "The present meaning that if the necessary
for
the
dorm
plans
contain excellent
that the cost of the proposed dorms,
fire protection provisions including building permits were obtained
which has been estimated at between
before March 1, then a building is
a very sophisticated smoke exhaust
5 and 6 million dollars, may be inconsidered "under construction"
system. We're opposed to the idea
of having a sprinkler system, and is not covered by the new orhowever,'due to the probability of dinance.
The Plans Department of the
students fooling around with it,
Boston
Fire Department, the agency
causing large amounts of unin charge of enforcing the new law,
necessary damage."
Most parents surveyed with children
has a much stricter interpretation of
in this age bracket said that they
Kevin Duffy, Director of Housthe phrase. Officers in the Plans
would certainly use a campus day ing, said "The Reservoirs are well Department told The Heights that
protected against fire. Naturally, as they will interpret "under construccare center if it was available.
Chris Graber, chairwoman of the Head of Housing, I'm very concern- tion" to mean "a foundation laid
Committee, added that the parents ed that we have the safest building and topwork begun." Under this inof infants expressed a significant possible. However, I'm against put- terpretation, BC would be forced to
desire for child-care facilities for ting sprinklers in the Reservoir include a sprinkler system in the
Dorms because of the probability of dorms.
children under two and a half. (Infant Care is very complex and expensive and had not been considered
by the Committee until this time.)
"People are willing to pay," said
Graber, "more than we expect to be
A few faculty and staff
charging
members even said that they would
be willing to pay a self-increased tuition in order to subsidize the fees for
the children of students."
early May.
Graber and other committee BY MARY KLINGER
Last Spring the Budget ComCharles Donovan, S.J., academic
members are pleased with the
favorable community response and mittee implemented a $1.5 million vice-president, estimates that upsupport that they are receiving on cut which substantially reduced the coming cuts in services and
the questionnaire. Several people proposed tuition increase for the 73operationswill amount to "a couple
of hundred thousand dollars."
without children at the pre-school -74 year. However, Frank Camlevel have offered assistanceand aid. panella, Executive Vice President, Donovan also stated that several
informed The Heights that "no meetings ago of the Budget ComThus far, theCommittee has received only two negative responses to its program is being presently carried mittee there was consideration given
entire poll.
out" to make cuts for the upcoming to the possibility of "teams visiting
year. Basically, Campanella sees the cost centers," but he concluded by
At this point, the Day Care Comsaying that "nothing definite has
mittee will continue to investigate previous budget reductions as conadditional financial resources and to tinuing into next year.
been established."
Tom Flynn, UGBC president and
John Smith, chairman of the
explore the possibilities of operating
space which may be available to Budget Committee defines the a member of the Committee, calls
them this coming September.
group's role as "merely advisory" the cuts in effect this year a "once in
The basement of Roncalli Dorm and the final decision belongs to a decade" move and although tuiremains a potential location for a Campanella on budget evaluations tion will be increasing, he is "in
agreement" with the steps the Comday care center, and O'Connell and cuts.
House has been suggested as a possiDuring this year there have been mittee and Campanella have taken
ble site. The Committee intends to no further budget reductions. thus far.
There have been certain expenclosely examine all campus However decisions are presently beditures by BC this year that were not
resources, however, before making a ing made for a reduction in personnel for next year and specific an- drawn into the budget last Spring.
proposal to the University renouncements on this will be m<lde in These additions include the costs of
questing space.
a second security patrol on Middle
Campus, increased lighting near
Gasson Hall and Bapst Library, and
the hiring of an additional secretary
book going to SOM and NuTsing on day) and took the keys from the
the Housing Office in keeping
in
the second day of the elections, but desk. The ballot boxes were in the with the rising proportion of resihe "is not sure." However, he added closet of the UGBC office. I took dent students.
that Hugo's protest is an "invalid the padlock off the nursing box with
Campanella mentioned that there
protest. Complaints are supposed to one of the keys. From there I went
will
be a long-term effort to increase
be filed an hour after the ballots are to the Student Activities Office and
"gift income" and that "every area
to
Father
Hanrahan's
office.
counted."The ballots are burned an
When I
university is taking a hard
came back, the boxes were locked in of the
hour after counting.
look" into financial costs but that
office."
to
Mclntyre's
According
Hugo
evidence,
claims,
Further
basically the effort is just one of
indicating
that there were Hugo, the discovery of the keys in "trying to hold the line" as food,
irregular activities surrounding the Flynn's desk is clear evidence that
salaries and services are on the rise.
primary election is the alleged the ballots could have been
The variables governing the indiscovery by Hugo last Thursday tampered with by Flynn or someone
come of BC, as outlined by Flynn
night of the keys to the ballot in the UGBC office.
are, the percentage of tuition inWhen confronted with the keys,
boxes in the desk of Tom Flynn,
crease per year, the increased enrollsaid,
don't
know
certainly
Flynn
"I
outgoing UGBC president. On
ment, and development. Methods of
Tuesday, Hugo stated, Flynn had anything about them. They weren't
decreasing expenses are seen as cutthat
there
or
Wednesday
Thursday."
keys
stated
the
to the boxes
ting back from existing programs,
had not been seen for three
Hugo took the entire matter to
programs or
elections. Therefore, the ballot James Mclntyre, VP for Student the cutting of certain
decreasing of faculty salary. The
the
opened
were
with
Affairs,
boxes
but was told that he had
screwdrivers on Wednesday night come at "the eleventh hour." It was new budget, according to Campanella, has pursued each of these
when the votes were tallied.
impossible for him to protest the means and
he is still trying to
Hugo discovered the keys around primary on the grounds of the 17 "unearth inefficiencies." Cammidnight on Thursday, soon after he questionable votes and the keys, due
panella sees the objective of the unhad been persuaded by people camto the stipulation in the by-laws that iversity as either to "operate more
paigning for Jim Moran to drop out
complaints must be made one hour
efficiently at a lower cost or else, to
as a write-incandidate and throwhis after the ballots are counted.
support behind Moran. According
However, Hugo still hopes to dis- operate better at the same cost."
Hugo,
to
"I was working for Moran credit the primary on the technicaliJOIN
at Flynn's desk and I opened the ty in the election by laws that states
to
must
pencil
get
drawer
a
and there were that new election rules
be anTHE
four keys there. I didn't think nounced 30 days before the election.
anything of it at first." He went on This year, the new rules were anHEIGHTS
to say, "I went in this morning (Frinounced 23 days before.

Survey Shows Day Care Need
BY MAUREEN DEZELL
The results of a survey conducted
by the BC Day Care Committee
have shown a marked need and
desire on the part of the community
for a child care center on campus.
The survey-questionnaire, taken to

Dormitory that had been scheduled

for this academic year. Campanella
stated at the time that the Committee had shown no concrete
evidence of a large demand for day
care on campus, or of it's ability to
remain financially independent of

...

A mother attending class
Care? Photo Maglione

with her child. And why do we need Day

determine the need, potential use
and financial independence of a
center, was mailed in December to
all married faculty, students and
staff. The statistics have been compiled and reviewed by the Committee during the past two weeks.
The survey was conducted at the
request of Executive Vice President
Frank Campanella whose decision
last summer to deny the Committee's request for operating space
prevented the opening of a Day Care
Center in the basement of Roncalli

the University once it began operation.
According to members of the
Committee, the final results of the
survey will demonstrate both the
need for and the financial viability
of their proposed day care service
coupled with an overwhelmingly
favorable response to the idea of oncampus child care.
The majority of questions in the
survey were directed to parents of
toddlers, ages 2'/s to 5; the age group
that the center will accomodate.

Budget Comm. Plans No
Major Cuts This Year

Hugo Charges Irregularities, Calls for New Primary
BY JOAN QUINLAN
Mike Hugo, a write-in candidate
for UGBC president, is calling for
the invalidation of the primary held
last week. He hopes to discredit the
primary on the basis of technicalities
concerning election by-laws.
The issue which prompted Hugo
to protest the primary concerns the
lack of seventeen votes in the ballot
box from the nursing school and an
additional seventeen ballots in the
box from the School of Manage-

primary by 36 votes, this could
mean "that someone took 17 Hugo
votes out of nursing, and added 17
Burns votes to SOM. Seventeen
votes less for Hugo and 17 more for
someoneelse, puts 34 votes between
me and the other guy.
Donald Russo, chairman of the
election committee, admitted that,
"there was a discrepancy between
the total number of ballots and the
total registered." He said that the
discrepancy might possibly be atment.
tributed to a mix-up between
According to Hugo, who lost the registration books, with the wrong

Career Seminar
"Career Encounters" continues
its Tuesday evening counseling
series on February 19, with a
program entitled "Business Careers
for the Non-Business Major." The
seminar begins at 7:30 pm in Murry
Conference Room, McElroy.
Each panelist will present a brief
summary of his career experiences
and the insights found therefrom.
He will then answer questions from
the audience, and will be available
for individual consultation.
These expositions of men who
have learned with l'usage dv monde.
are quite valuable for the non-

business major entering the business
world.
The following BC alumni will be
speaking: Bill Kelly (A&S, '65) of
Robert Half Association; Bill
O'Niel (A&S, '65) of the Polaroid
Corporation; Peter W. Murphy
(M.ED., '70) of the First National
Bank; Daniel Coffey (A&S, MBA,
'62) of Gillette Corporation; and
Dave Collins (A&S, '62), an insurance broker.
The program is co-sponsored by
the UGBC Student-Alumni
Relations Committee, and the
Alumni Resource and Continuing
Education Committee.
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A&S Faculty Discuss Curriculum
BY ROSEMARY MAROTTA
At an A&S faculty meeting held
last Wednesday, February 13,
Father Ernest Fortin reported on the
progress of the Credentials Committee's investigations of A&S
graduate programs, and Dean
O'Malley discussed the Committee's suggestions for possible
changes in the undergraduate
curriculum.
Fortin stated that no
conclusions have been drawn as yet
in the Committee's investigation,
but noted certain areas to be considered in deciding which graduate
programs, if any, will be dropped.
First, the scholarly productions and
backgrounds of the faculty must be
considered. He noted optimistically
that there has been an improvement
in faculty publications in the past
few years. He added that certain
graduate programs "are ranked
among the best five or six of their
kind in the country", while ot!hers

are much lower in standing.
Fortin emphasized the need for a
coordinated effort by related
departments in the hiring of
professors and development of
courses. He cited the area of late
classical studies as one area where
coordination of faculty talents could
bring about new programs for

graduate study.
Fortin was not very optimistic
about the quality of A&S graduate
students. He cited the scanty
availability of actual statistics for
camparing the present students with
those in the past. He noted that the
quality of the students varies from
one program to another. No conclusions have been drawn, but the
evidence thus far appears to suggest
the heed for a reduction in the size of
some programs and stricter admission standards.
He concluded by noting that
criticisms have been leveled at the
utilization of teachingassistants. He

noted that most departments are
sensitive to legitimate complaints
and are taking steps to minimizethe
liabilities and maximize the potential of such a resource.
Dean O'Malley began his talk
witi" the issue of accelerated
programs for undergraduates, in
which a student can complete his undergraduate work in less than the
usual four year time span. He
suggested the possibility of students
taking summer courses in an effort
to finish early, but said it was
"unlikely" that a change in the present course load will come into being.
Dean O'Malley echoed the need
for interdependence among
departments, suggested in Fr. Fortin's talk. He said that the
departments should have a
"knowledge of what we are all
doing" in order to advise students
about: related courses in other
departments.

Porter Writes on Jewish Radicalism

BY MARY HUFFORD
Dr. Jack Nusan Porter, lecturer
in the department of Theology at
BC, has recently published a book,
-,>>
Jewish Radicalism. ' ,-As stated in the preface, the.
anthology is "
a collection, of
manifestos, articles, poems, and cartoons selected from movement journals and newspapers. It is a literary
'snapshot' of an ongoing process.'
Describing circumstances leading;
to the book's inception, Porter explained, "It is primarily concerned
with the political side of the Jewish
student movement, although a small
section is devoted tocounter Cultural
aspects."
While involved in the anti-war
movement of the 60's, he'd grown
aware of the need of therenaissance
of Jewish identity among younger
Jews. Confronted with the possibility of Israel's destruction in the SixDay War, Jewish youth had begun
to seriously identify and evaluate the
heritage they'd hitherto ignored or
kept hidden. "Within a year after
the Six-Day War, in response to
anti-Isreali attitudes of certain leftist factions, there came the
emergence of groups which were
consciously Jewish with left liberal
perspectives. This cross-pressureled
to the development of over 100 activist organizations in North
America, Europe, and Israel. Their
chief aims were to counter Arab
propaganda, to criticize Israeli
policy, and to revive Jewish pride,"
said Porter.
Porter commented that they'd
begun compiling Jewish Radicalism
in order to preserve the primary
evidence reflective of that searching
and formative period in the history
of radical Jewish youth. "We were
afraid that these underground
papers and publications would be
lost, and so have provided them here
intact for use by future historians."
Porter continued, "Most

...

American Jews have become joysteaching in a Catholic universiZionist, excepting extreme right and ty because "one is given more
left elements. I myself believe in the respect for his religious views than
sovereignty and integrity of a at a secular state university."
Zionist state with secure boundaries.
Porter estimates that the book,
I also believe in the existence of a co-edited by Peter Dreiser, has sold
Palestinian state in Jordan. And about 8,000 copies so far.
eventually Israel too must recognize
the Palestinians, for in the long run,

Grad Students

BY MIKE DURKIN
Due to an increase of over 1600
students in the past four years and
the reduction of permanent faculty
members, the Department of
Theology has decided to use three
graduate students as teachers of
Core courses next semester.
Father Robert Daly, chairman of
the department, announced that the
three are Janice Raymond (teaching
"Ethical Issues in Medicine and
Law"), Henry Clark (Religion and
Racism in America") and Charles
Wilson ("Radical Theoiogy").
Daly noted that the teaching experience of all three is exceptional
Jack Porter, author of Jewish
for persons on the graduate student
Radicalism.Photo Silver.
level, and their credentials are very
they, not Egypt, will prove to be the good. He also made it clear that the
primary threat
or friend
to three have practically the same
qualifications that many beginning
Israel."
Indicating that non-Jewish sup- professors at Boston College would
possess.
port is crucial to the Jewish comWhen asked, Daly made it clear
munity, Porter added, "At present
the Jewish community is quite ner- that this is not intended to be a pervous over the possibility that the oil
crisis could be blamed on us. There
is great need for more dialogue
between Christians and Jews."
He pointed out that being Jewish BY MAUREEN SCOTT
on this campus poses various
The University has recently hired
problems. "Often, however, Jews a space consultant, Bernard Soep, to
create their own difficulties, for, study what Executive Vice President
rather than being proud of their Francis Campanella calls "The
heritage, they are too often asham- University's growing space
ed. And there are even Jewish facul- problems. We don't have the
ty members 'hiding in the closet' finances to build more buildings so
ethnically, though some are strongly we'll have to do more things within
committed."
the existing space."
Dr. Porter remarked that he enCampanella described Soep as
?

?

-

The BC Small Claims Cdurt been open, fifteen people have been
Referral Service has been establish- advised about cases involving
ed to aid students in such matters as' problems with rent, cars; and other
collecting debts; without hiring : a" consumer problems As long as the
lawyer and without paying court damages do not exceed $400, the
\u25a0'
fees:. ?: ?' \u25a0
\u25a0 ?\u25a0.':\u25a0-:.' casfr can usually go to Small Claims
'-\u25a0'\u25a0'.\u25a0 .\u25a0'?
Maggie Stenman, project director CoUrt.
for >thfr'Center notes ->hOWj""Most
"The Referral"' Center has two
people aren't: even aware:; of how'? specific goals/ according',to -Jeff
useful the; Small Claims 'Court can' Greaber, director of the BC PIRG
be to the average oitSzen. 'No at-' chapter,' ''Our first concern is .'totorney is- needed;thepfeooSssis sirn--\u25a0 hlep our constitutents; the BO
pie and informW', no *eabt(wdtence'is'' students, by-providing them with a
necessary; and 'cburteosesrun-about needed service.Ourother foots isOn
$3, JA.Jn*,the short jirne the'Small.' social and political reform; Using
Claims' "Cou-rfr'Referral Center has the facts we obtain-through the

'

-

-

'

?
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Teach Theology

manent move. Financing and terms

of this decision are one year in
nature. "We are not in the position,
at least not now, to hire more
faculty," Daly noted.
The department chairman explained the factors leading to this
decision. The Theology department
was weakened in numbers when
Father Thomas O'Malley was
promoted to the Dean of theCollege
ofArts and Sciences and when other
members of the department retired.
Daly noted that rather than immediately filling the vacancies, he
chose to search for very competent
replacements. There was not way
the University could grant the
Theology department four full-time
professors at the time.
With these facts and also the
knowledge that three competent
graduate students in the Boston area
were available, Daly and the department decided to hire them as an interim move.

Father Daly sees this move as
benefitting the University in two
ways. First, it will help make the
student-teacher ratio more
equitable. Although the studentteacher ratio for the Theology
department is somewhere near the
mean for the University (approx. 30
per class), two-thirds of the core
courses in the department have 40-70 students in them. The new
graduate students will help to reduce
these large classes closer to the more
desired mean.
Secondly, this is a fine opportunity for the department to see if this is
a good and feasible move for the
future.
Father Daly feels this entire situation is going to be a worthwhile experience for all involved. He said it
will be combining "the best of two
worlds," because there will be three
persons with excellent credentials
and experience to use in teaching.

BC Hires Special Space Consultant

PIRG Claims Court Established
<

Dean Thomas O'Malley and Prof Gus Fabens address the A&S faculty.
Photo DiLella.
Dean O'Malley lamented the "lot
He mentioned thetrend of passing
of talk" about the structure, staffing in late grades, saying it was "makand resources of the fine arts, studio ing a shambles of things" and is unfair by letting some students have a
arts and film departments. He commented on their neglect and called longer time to pass in work.
for more action to help these fairly
Dean O'Malley concluded with a
new departments.
warning to the faculty not to lose
Marking was the next topic. The
sight of the importance of research;
dean cited the inflation of grades
in the light of the favorable impresacross the country. He cited that
student by having a
between 1962-1972 there has been sion made on a
professor who has published.
increasing numbers of cum laude
and above graduates, while S.A.T.
He mentioned the need for more
scores have been getting two semester courses, noting their
progressively lower. Dean O'Malley value in helping a student get to
suggested the need to investigate this know his professor and receiving a
more complete idea of the course.
discrepancy.

center, we can push for reform in the
procedure of the Small Claims
Court, making it available to the
citizens who need it most." Graeber
pointed out how this dual focus is
"typical of Mass PIRG itself as
shown in its projects both past and
future." Past projects range from
intensive surveys which involved BC students, such as the
bank interest and unit pricing
studies to those projects requiring
the expertise of the Mass PIRG staff
in h'2^im;ajiji^tie<ptatelhighway,'investigating airport noise and nuclear
,
power.,-

sfudent

.......... .
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"coming to us highly recommended
from a major Boston firm." Soep
was a consultant for the Saltonstall
building and converted the former
Xaivier High School into office
buildings.
Soep is currently studying the
space problems of the law school as
a pilot project. He and his staffof 12
to 15 people are beginning by interviewing the dean, business manager,
members of the faculty, and
students. After identifying the needs
of the law school they will work with
different schemes, such as converting large classrooms into smaller
ones, studying traffic patterns, space
layout, and other innovations.
Soep estimated that the work in
the law school will take a maximum
of 12 weeks, after which he will
make preliminary recommendations
to Campanella.
"We hope to carry out some of

the plans during the summer," said
Campanella, "and then devise a plan
to approach the middle campus."
When asked what type of space:
problems need attention, Campanella replied, "Everything office space, research, the infirmary.
Classroom space can be made more
flexible. Many areas need to be upgraded lighting, acoustical treat?

?

the list goes on."
He also recognized Bapst library
as a major project. "There's no
question of the need for doing
something. Any long range solutions
such as a new library would be a
fiscal impossibility. The expense
would range anywhere from about
10 to 15 million dollars, and a complete renovation of the existing
building, $5 to 10 million. In the
meantime we can try to solve some
basic problems of Bapst such as ventilation, and possibly storing some
of the collections elsewhere."
Campanella mentioned his lack of
enthusiasm for bringing in a consultant. "We need a professional and
unfortunately we don't have anyone
on campus who has the time or the
skills." Father James Devlin, Director of University Planning,.will act
as a resource to Soep along with
Fred Penino, Director of Physical
Planning, who will handle any
necessary construction.
As to the financial aspect of the
space consultant, Campanella commented, "We haven't given him a
reconstruction budget, but he knows
we don't want to spend a fantastic
amount of money. His recommendations will hopefully just take the
curse off the problem."
ment

?
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BC Officials Undertake Efforts
BY ADRIAN TAYLOR
Efforts got underway last week by
Boston College officials to temporarily house and feed students
who were displaced from apartment
facilities following the blaze that
heavily damaged two Hillside
apartments and caused several
others to sustain minor damage during the early morning hours of
February 10.
The residents who were forced to
tempoi 2rily relocate are all expected
to be able to return to the Hillsides
by Tuesday except for theresidents
of apartment C-61 (where the fire
started) and apartment C-62 (across
the main corridor), both of which
received the heaviest damage. These
students are currently living in dormitories on the upper campus, in
other apartments in the Hillsides or

to

Help Hillside Fire Victims

Kelly praised the conduct of peoall the damage. There may be some
ple on the Hillside staff and more damage in C-62. They had
residents of the building. "All in all, some smoke and heat damage, but
the students did one hell of a job", $350 should cover that", Duffy addKelly, a 25-year veteran of the ed.
Duffy also said that the university
Boston Fire Department said. "The
has offered the victims of the fire
actions of the students were just outstanding." Kelly added that all fire $100 for interim spending money to
fighting systems in the building defray any costs that might arise
functioned properly and that exprior to the insurance payment of
tinguishers that were emptied or $350.
As of late last week, it wasn't
damaged by vandals had been filled
before
the
fire
clear
whether all the students inrepaired
and/or
broke out (see related story below). volved were satisfied with the $350
Kelly also said that fire drillswould insurance payment to be made to
them. Jim McGinn, a resident of Cbe instituted in the Hillsides.
Other than the job of relocating -61 said he would "rather not talk
about what we're getting"in the way
victims of the fire, Director of Housing, Kevin P. Duffy, is also coordinating the personal property insurance claims of the students involved as well as evaluating the
BY JOAN QUINLAN
Samuel Dash, Chief Counsel of
the Senate Select Committee on
Presidential Campaign Activities,
told a crowd of approximately 800
last Friday night in Roberts Center
that the best thing which has come
of Watergate is that the "Hearings
have awakened the public and sensitized them to the issues
A free
society is precious but perishable.
An ever vigilant public is necessary.
People can't go to sleep again."
Dash, who spoke on the Moral
Implications of Watergate, and their
effect on the public, traced the unravelling of the Gemstone Plan, and
the activities of his Committee over
Damage resulting from last week's fire in two Hillside Apartments.
the past year. In a slightly facetious
Photo Cippriano.
tone, Dash, commented "The
are being housed in the Terrace damage of the furniture and the Gemstone Plan cooked up by Mr.
Motel. All students have been apartments themselves. There has Liddy was not a very sophisticated
granted continued meal privileges at been no official estimate of damage operation. At times during the inthe resident dining hall in McElroy. as yet. Students are continuing to vestigation we were wondering if we
In a report issued by BC Fire compile lists of items damaged or were watching little boys." He drew
Marshall, Russ Kelly, the residents destroyed and are returning them to a loud laugh from the crowd when
of C-61 "reprorted" that a foam Duffy.
he went on to say,"They decided
"Legally, the university has they wanted stationery with
rubber pillow was placed "six inches
away from the heater to dry when it responsibility only to the extent that 'Gemstone' printed on it, and at the
became ignited." This was not listed it (the fire) might be the fault of the bottom, in small print 'for limited
there is distribution only."
as the cause of the fire in that report. university. At this point
However, Newton Fire Chief no fault of the university", Duffy
Dash then turned to what he callFrederick A. Perkins, reached at his said. "We do have an insurance ed a "more serious plan"
the
office late Friday said the foam policy which includes a rider which Huston Plan
"created by leading
rubber pillow placed "against the would cover .individual loss up to intelligence agencies such as the FBI
baseboard heater is what started the $350. In the case of all but the oc- and the CIA under the direction of
fire."
cupants of C-61, that should cover the President." He listed other
"White House horrors" that have
been uncovered over the past year,
such as the break-in of the office of
Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist, the

..
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Fire Extinguishers Fail

day quite upset," said Kelly, "and
they told me that they thought there
was a delinquency (on the part of
Kelly). I explained to them that
there was no delinquency and that
everything is here that is needed to
take care of yourselves as far as
fighting a fire goes."
The fire extinguishers in the
Hillsides are water extinguishers
and can only be used when the circuit breaker, located on the kitchen
wall, is turned off. Each modular
apartment is equipped with one
multi-purpose dry chemical extinguisher and Kelly is now thinking
seriously about installing a fire extinguisher in each Hillside apartment. "This is being taken up now. I
spoke to the young ladies (in D-51)
and they asked me the same thing. I
told them if they wanted to have a
meeting with me at any time(to discuss the matter)... I wouldcertainly go along with anything they
proposed."
Kelly said there are currently 200
feet of fire hose and two to four fire
extinguishers in each corridor in the
Hillsides.

College campus. It is also being asked that any students who fail to
evacuate a building when an alarm
sounds or when instructed to vacate
by the building staffbe subject to the
same $25 fine.
Also, anyone found tampering
with a fire box or alarm or anyone
who is responsible for a false alarm
is subject to the existing laws of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Fines for violation of these laws run
as high as $500 with prison
sentences up to two years or both.

White House enemies list, and most
important the discovery ofand quest
for the Presidential tapes.
"Only after Bloody Saturday
which saw the resignation of
Richardson and Rucklehaus and the
firing of Cox, did the President give
in," said Dash, "and after that we
learned that two tapes were missing
and that some were erased. And,"
he added, "we heard the experts'
testimony on the nature of the
erasures."
Dash acknowledged the fact that
"taping had taken place before" (by
other presidents) but the difference
this time is that taping "was a
systematic pervasive activity (24
hours a day), not one carried on
from time to time."
Dash traced the long, hard
struggle his Committee went
through to obtain the tapes, and said
that the decision made by Judge
Gesell allowing the president to
claim executive privilege makes,
"the power of the President as absolute as the power of Louis XIV."
However, he added that "the question is up for further review the
Senate Select Committee will meet
next week on that subject.
In describing the role of the
Senate Select Committee Dash said
it had, "the broadest mandateof any
Senate Committee. It has the job,"
he added, of deciding, "to what extent illegal, immoral, and unethical
actions have taken place, and must
come up with remedial legislation to
prevent another Watergate."

According to Dash, the most difficult part of his job was the interrogations. "It's different to be an
interrogator in a Senate Committee
than in a courtroom. We must
appear to be objective when interrogating. We couldn't go right to
the heart of the matter when
questioning or we would seem prejudiced."

Samuel Dash, speaking in Roberts
Center.
Dash wound up his talk by urging
"young people" to "flock to government service. Americans must feel

that they are involved and let their
leaders know what they think.
Watergate proves this." (

FutrMoSeuadrifasyHouse
BY FRANCIS QUINN
Although "dealings with Physical
Plant have been erratic" and despite
"strained relations between the
Murray House Staff atvd the
members of the Commuters' Committee," the Murray House Commuter Center witnessed "considerable activity and growth" during the fall semester, 1973, according to a report prepared by the
Center's resident managers.
The report, submitted February 8
to the Board of Governors by Deirdre Frontczak andKevin Soyt, summarized activities and problems at
the Commuter Center and stated
that plans for the future "will require considerable imagination, initiative and input on the part of all
who use the facilities to derive the
maximum advantages such a location can offer."
Regarding the Physical Plant, the
managers noted that response to
emergency situations "(has) been
generallygood, but response to long

?
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According to Boston College of-

ficials, fines start at $25 for those
found tampering with fire extinguishers or hoses on the Boston

Sam Dash Speaks to 800 on Watergate

...

BY ADRIAN TAYLOR
Residents of Hillside apartment
D-51 and D-52 extinguished a small
electrical fire with dry dishtowels
after efforts to come up with a functioning fire extinguisher failed. The
fire, which was confined to the
overhead stove fan in apartment D
around 1:00 am on Wednesday,
February 6, was discovered by D-51
resident, Linda McClosky, who immediately called for assistance from
the resident of apartment D-52.
McCloskey told The Heights that
one of the D52 residents ran to the
end of the hall for an extinguisher
and returned to put out the fire, but
found the extinguisher to be inoperative. "He ran down to the
fourth floor and there either weren't
any there or they were empty. He
went down to the third floor where
there was one that was either one
third or half full. He ran back up
here and it didn't work. There were
two (inoperative) fire extinguishers
lying in thekitchen while we put the
fire out with dry dishtowels."
According to Russ Kelly, BC Fire
Marshall, "The vandalism in A, B,
C and D (of the Hillsides)
especiallyA and B as far as fooling
around with the fire aparatus has
been greater than all the rest of the
campus put together." Kelly added
that, "The extinguishers in C and D
weren't usable (during the Feb. 6 incident) because prior to that,
someone had been fooling around
with them."
"The girls came to me the next

of payment for damagedclothes and
other articles. Asked if he or any
others were planning to seek more
money, he replied that it "would
only be speculative at this point."
Patty Brophy, a resident of C-62
was "definitely not" satisfied with
the $350 amount. She claims the
money from the BC insurance payment will only be "enough to pay for
coats."
"We were all disappointed that
we couldn't talk to Boston College's
insurance man. That didn't seem
right at all," she commented. "Any
information about the insurance was
second hand. We couldn't see him
and he couldn't see us."
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term, generally more important
problems is sorely lacking."
Repeated requests for repairs of
faulty drainage gutters on the House
roof have not been answered,
creating hazardous icing on steps,
said the managers.
The resident managers also
criticized the Commuters' Committee for a lack of "organization
and responsibility on the-part of the
planners," charging that the House
was "very poorly cleaned," after a
Halloween party and left "in disastrous condition, including open
garbage, many dirty dishes, trash
throughout the House, a window
broken, and heat and water shut off,
with no notice or explanation left,"
following a Christmas party.
A meeting arranged early in the
second semester between House
staff and members of the Commuters' Committee to discuss
problems concerning "perceived attitudes of some of the work-study
staff and general house
left the staff unmaintenance
satisfied as to what the real complaints were," the report said.
The report also said that whileadditional furnishing of the House
walls had been authorized by the
Board of Governors, as yet "no
budget has been granted."
Besides providing day-hops with
study rooms and recreational

.

facilities, including cooking, televi-

sion, table tennis and a piano,
Murray House hosted numerous
"scheduled events" during a major
portion of the term, according to the
report. An Orientation Week Wine
and Cheese party, Freshman
Barbeque and three Ethnic Dinners
were judged "successful" by the resident managers. The managers
credited the Commuters' Committee for good planning and
publicity which attracted "excellent
attendance" to an Arts and Crafts
Fair in December.
The report added that "currently
eight groups meet here weekly on a
low-prioritybasis." Thesegroups include five Pulse Program courses,
a Campus
two Sociologyclasses
Crusade for Christ.
During the Fall, socials were held
at the Hammond Street address by
the Chinese Students, the Italian
Club, Spanish Club, Gold Key
Society, Romance Languages
Department, Student Transfer
Center, Program for the Visually
Handicapped and the Philosophy

Department.
The manager's report concluded
that "the most popular and
successful events seem to have been
the social functions which covered a
wide variety of interest groups and
styles of entertainment," but added
that "the potential of the House for
more stimulating and organized
events remains to be explored."

EDITORIAL-ANALYSIS
In Support of PIRG

THE HEIGHTS Tuesday, February 19, 1974

Students will be asked in this week's UGBC final election to vote on whether $4
should be added to the Student Activities Fee to support the activities of Mass PIRG,
thus insuring BC's participation in that organization. To continue as a viable and constructive public interest organization involving BC students, PIRG will need the support of the majority of voters in this referendum.
Though students have twice voted overwhelming support for PIRG, the referendum
this year takes on special importance in light of the administration's actions over the
past year. Late last November, Executive Vice President Frank Campanella invoked
an unwritten policy that the University would not act as an invoicing agent for any
organization other than itself. This policy was invoked at the last minute after administrative details were worked out, details which PIRG was led to believe were the
only obstacles preventing the collection of the $4 fee.
Students now have the opportunity to correct the injustice committed against
PIRG. Students now have the chance to demand that their overwhelming voice be
more than merely 'advisory.' The $4 fee will still be completely refundable; the only
difference is that this time the money will be under the control of UGBC and not the
Treasurer's Office.
The money collected by BC PIRG is given to the statewide groupknown as Mass
PIRG. It is used to hire a full time professional staff including lawyers, researchers,
and scientists and to fund student run projects directly related to issues of public concern.
On a state wide level, PIRG has been a catalyst for legislation on rent-control and
consumer protection. The group has completed extensive research and publication of
pollution at
information concerning dangerous toys, differential food prices, and
Logan International Airport.
On the Boston College campus, PIRG has recently opened a small claims court
referral service. A clear explanation of the procedures of the Small Claims System is
an invaluable service to students, who are often unaware that their legal difficulties
with landlords, theft, etc. can be settled with minimal effort and expense.
Student support of PIRG will mean the successful continuation of public interest
research projects and will enable students to participate fully in and benefit from the
action of Mass PIRG. The Editorial Board ofThe Heights unanimously supports the
continuation of Mass PIRG on the Boston College campus and urges all students to
vote in favor of PIRG in the upcoming UGBC election.

UGBC Election Follies
BY STEVE FISCHER

The UGBC election follies which we
have all been subjected over the past few
weeks have been the source of no small
degree of-consternation. The simple fact
that nine candidates stumbled into the
primaries without a single serious, feasible platform among them is cause enough
for bewilderment. But even the primaries
have failed to establish anything beyond
eliminating the more ludicrous
pretenders to the throne. For although initial balloting selected two candidates for
final consideration, charges of superficiality and corruption have swelled that
number to four.
One would expect such a flurry of activity to provide the basis for at least one
solid campaign for office. And yet it has
not. The situation as final elections approach is no better than that of a week
ago, for, despite all the rhetoric, not a
single candidate has emerged who is
capable of assuming the role of President
of UGBC.
At press time, four students were announced candidates for the final election.
to

:

Thomas "Junior" Walker, who led all
candidates in last week's voting, touches
upon several key issues in his platform,
but provides no tangible solutions.
Walker lacks an understanding of the
University power structure, and thus
would be operating from a most difficult
position when confronted with a major
issue. Because he offers few precise
proposals for action, Walker, as President, would be particularly dependent
upon his cabinet to help formulate policy.
Walker has proposed the institution of
a coalition type of government, which in
the form he presents is most certain
guarantee of providing representation for
students among a wide variety of constituencies. But such a coalition will not
eliminate the necessity of strong executive action on Walker's part, which he
is certain not to provide. Walker, more
than any of the other candidates, seems
devoted to a real sense of student power,
and could perhaps best encourage active
involvemnt of students in UGBC on a
large scale. But his lack of experience and
minimal knowledge of University affairs
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this type of powerful lobby that Allston
Brighton
is vying.
AND JOHN RUMELY
a
It
Boston,
Chestnut Hill is rock above
now appears that certain forces ii
softened by sloping green. Allston- Allston-Brighton have realized the nee<
Brighton is the face of that rock
for a powerful community organizatioi
scarred, sagging, a direct contrast to the like that of Chestnut Hill and hay
tapered lawns and stone walls of the developed a tenants union action counci
manors on the hill. It is hard to find, ly- directed toward this end.
ing next to one another, two communities
***
Allston-Brighton is a deterioratin;
as dissimilar as these. There is little social
or economic common ground between Boston neighborhood bordering th
them, and Boston politics, at least in the affluent communities of Newton am
white working-class areas such as Brookline. Its proximity to Harvard
Allston-Brighton, has recently stood at Northeastern, MIT, BU, and BC has at
the opposite end of the spectrum from the tracted large numbers of students to th
liberal suburbs.
area and this has been a prime cause in it
however,
There is,
one common deterioration. The rise in rents, th
ground for the two; the land owned by the changing spectre of crime, the parkin
giant monolith, Boston College, which morass, and the division of different sec
both communities border. To both, BC tors of the community can all be tied t
presents a disconcerting, if not the influx of students.
However, there are signs that th
dangerous, encroaching force. Both have
had scuffles with BC over its expansion Allston-Brighton citizenry are beginnin
policies, and last spring Newton fought to react to deterioration of thei
and won a pitched battle over the design neighborhood. The Allston-Brighto
of the Hillside apartments.
Tenants Organization (ABTO), with th
The Chestnut Hill Association (CHA), help of Area Planning. Action Counc
since its victory on the zoning of the (APAC) have served as a catalyst t
Hillsides, has received assurances from community meetings and problem son
BC that there would be no further expan- ing groups at the Allston Little City Hal
sion towards route 9 nor beyond Priscilla
The targets of complaints of long-tirr
and Mayflower Sts. on the north. It is for residents are, for the most par
?
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would be severe obstacles to any
successful administration.
Hugh Burns, the other survivor of the
primaries, also lacks any form of welldeveloped program, and seems inclined
to offer only ambiguous views on the key
issues. Burns asserts his support of
academic quality and opposes University
expansion, yet fails to confront the
situations surrounding these issues. He
simply dismisses the tenets of the Long
Range Fiscal Planning Report, claiming
that he is not convinced that such policy
would do anything to solve BC's financial
problems. Burns' philosophy of an "open
University" supports the rights of the
military to recruit on campus. He claims
he would not oppose the reinstatement of
ROTC provided it was "feasible" and
supported by a student referendum, but
then skirts the issue by labelling it
"unfeasible."
Burns lacks any concrete programs
beyond his opinions of what the University should be doing. He has experience in
local community government, and thus
might have an advantage in terms of
organizational ability.
Mike Hugo's present campaign is the
result of alleged "corruption" in Flynn's
administration and skepticism as to the
validity of the primary results. Hugo,
after failing to qualify by placing third in
the primary, plans to run as a write-in.
He dropped out temporarily to support
the other write-in candidate, Jim Moran,
a purely political move on the part of
Hugo.
Although his new platform makes a
greater effort to deal with academic
issues, he still does not appreciate the
situation beyond mere generalities. His
bus ing plan for commuters to aileviate
parking lot congestion is certainly ambitious. But proposals such as that to
convert to "registration by mail" to
alleviate the present problems provide
only a superficial solution to major dif-

ficulties.
Much has been made of Jim Moran
campaign, particularly in comparing it i
that which elected Tom Flynn to his fir
term two years ago. Indeed, Moran
candidacy retains an aura of thj
previous campaign, for it has bee
organized almost exclusively within tl
vestiges of the present Flynn administr:
tion. Moran's original campaig
organization consisted primarily
members of UGBC, UAS, and su]
porters of Mike Hugo. Indeed, Moran
platform committee was composed i
Tom Flynn, Executive Assistant Stc
Fix, and Hugo operative Marty Flashne
But all we can expect of Moran is
pale carbon copy of his predecessor. It
certainly no surprise that Moran h;
produced what he calls a "realisti
forthright platform." It has been produ
ed, in form and spirit, largely by i:
dividuals who will no longer be arour
next year to participate in studei
government. The portions ofhis platfor
dealing with academics are little mo
than a rewrite of the report submitted 1
Fix's Academic Advisory Board. H
policy on tuition increases is that ai
vanced by Flynn.
Behind this extensive yet artificial pla
form, Moran does not appear capable
acting as a strong student leader, as h
lack of action as a Political Science si
dent representative in the Serns tenu
case would indicate. Moran's real advai
tage is his experience, particularly wii
the UAS. He knows how the Universi
functions on an administrative level °*
is acquainted with those people he
have to deal with as UGBC Pres
Thus, students are faced with a
choice among unacceptable cand
It would seem that, at this pom
Walker and Moran are worthy c
sideration. Ultimately, the choict
be between Moran's experienc
Walker's potential as a student le
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Landlords,

banks and the universities
ahter than the students who they see as
ncidental to the area's decline.
The Boston College policy of
Dveraccepting students to compensate for
financial miscues of previous years has
:ome under attack from ABTO. They
point out that BC housing is totally inidequate for its large and increasing
lumber of out of state students. HunIreds of students are housed in university
eased apartments in Allston-Brighton
md nearly a third of the entire student
)ody rent from private landlords in*the

and interests has bred a silence between
the two camps of tenants. Only recently
have there been signs that the ice has
melted in a unified anger over increased
rents.

*

**

test of the newly-developed community
strength against BC. Marty Sach of
APAC termed the leasing of more
apartments by BC "a pretty sore issue,"
and predicted a lot of opposition.
McGuigan said that the tactics of ABTO
would be to persuade BC not to lease
buildings by confronting them with community opposition. If BC went ahead
with plans, ABTO intends to organize in
the buildings and fight any evictions or
rent hikes in the courts and rent control
board.

The ABTO was formed a year ago by
Ed Beecher (BC 71), Pat McGuiggan
(BC '71), Beth Noonan (BC 74), and
Carl Stuart, who describes himself as "a
concerned tenant who walked in off the
street." What he walked into was an old
Methodist church on Harvard Aye. that
APAC had turned over to social action
* * *
irea.
groups. The little office in the choir loft
What exactly is the strength of ABTO
Landlords take advantage of the large became open for business in September, and the Allston-Brighton
community? At
lumber of transient student tenants and when the organizers began handling an best it can be called growing.
With the
ncrease rents yearly. Since most students increasing number of phone call loss of many families from the
neighborhood, the main political forces
have become the young and the elderly,
and these are separated by a wide communication black-out. ABTO has
attempted to r end that black-out by
publicizing its meetings in the Senior
Bostonian, a newspaper for the elderly.
With the allowance of rent hikes this
winter because of higher fuel costs,
ABTO began to organize vigorously in
apartment complexes to fight the increase. They hope that the elderly, seeing
young people on common terms as
tenants, will begin to unite for common
issues such as health care and rent control enforcement.
Will the elderly buy the radical politics
of ABTO? Certainly the downward trend
of the economy will help the unification
process. However, the answer seems to
lie in how much of a long term committment the members are willing to make to
the Allston-Brighton community. The
Allston-Brighton
credibility of the infant organization
emain in the apartments that they lease questions about tenant law and rent con- could very well be destroyed if the leaders
nly one year, an awareness of tenanttrol. Attention at first was paid solely to pull out and go their separate ways in the
indlord relations and a responsibility to stopping unfair practices of landlords in near future. Noonan realizes this:
"Comte neighborhood does not grow.
the area, and was soon turned to BC ex- mittment is obviously a very important
Neighborhood rentals go up and peopansion in Allston-Brighton.
thing. It's clear that unless you're a resile on fixed incomes (welfare, social
In a public letter to the Department of dent and not a hot-shit radical, people
;curity) are priced out of the area. Here Housing and Urban Development, the will not respond to you and it's
not real."
a study made by the BC Office ofPlanfederal agency that will help finance the
There is good reason to believe that
ing showing the rise in rents over a five new Reservoir dorms, the ABTO charged many young leftists' interests in the next
ear period.
BC with a major share of the deteriora- few years will remain in community
tion of Allston-Brighton. In particular organizing in order to solve economic
Average Housing Costs,
they objected to BC's leasing of the and political problems on a grass roots
1968-69 and 1972-73
Cleveland Circle apartments in the level. It is at that level that one sees
summer of 1971, saying that tenants who things accomplished.
had been long time residents had been
ype
***
1968-69 1972-73 forced from
their apartments by cancellChestnut Hill's political perspective
tudio
$98
$165
ed leases and threats
ineßdrm
138
205 Duffy, BC Director of evictions. Kevin comes from the right rather than the left,
of Housing, subse- the haves rather than the havenots. All its
woßdrm
181
255 quently called these
charges
"false," adhreeßedrm
185
312 ding that 85% of the
residents
of the
our Bdrm
200
370 Cleveland Circle
complex
were
BC
ertainly a portion of these increases is
students
and
that
the
others
were
allowed
ue to a general rise in costs, but the
Ffects of transcience and guaranteed stu- to stay in their apartments while in the
process of finding other dwellings.
ent demand are integral to the skyABTO also raised doubts as to BC's
jcketing rates.
credibility in planning and construction,
Crime has not, as local officials claim,
where would the extra students be
ccreased, but has rather changed in its asking
housed if the Reservoir dorms were not
articulars.
completed on time or the Cardinal
The rate of auto thefts has declined
Cushing arrangement fell through.
ut, taking into account the departure of
lostly families from Allston-Brighton to
The doubts were soon factualized.
te suburbs, this is not surprising,
BC's Cardinal Cushing venture failed as
enorted rapes, however, increased 300% a result of the powerful Fisher Hill
year time period, from 3 in 1972 to organization of Brookline. At the molate 1973.
ment, BC Housing is searching for 250
me has not been conquered, rather beds for the expected overflow in
been altered to the vulnerabilities September. Kevin Duffy says that the
victims.
rental of an apartment complex in
: combined influx of students and Allston-Brighton is a "possibility." If the
ture of families has created a popsearch does end in the office of Barron
comprised primarily of students Realty or any other large landlord in the
snior citizens. The difference in age Allston-Brighton area it will be the fir*'.
Chestnut Hill

Photo by Dodson
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political power is channeled to preserve
the quality of life of wealthy homeowners rather than improve the lot of
tenants. An BC is one landlord that has
not been appreciated.
The Chestnut Hill Association (CHA)
is a neighborhood group formed to help
direct land use in the area. Its goal is to
keep the neighborhood intact as a
relatively elite enclave of residences set in
idyllic surroundings. Towards this end
the CHA has tried to minimize the
amount of traffic and congestion in the
area and limit the ill-effects of nonresidential land use. They have managed
to keep through-traffic confined to major
boulevards and have limited commercial
development to those areas where such
growth is most convenient to the
automobile.
Whether or not Boston College's
growth precipitated a more active CHA
is uncertain, but both the college and the
militancy of the group seemed to grow
simultaneously. Initially the school and
its immediate neighbors fought over
dorm noise and crowds overspilling from
athletic events. "I can't get any privacy"
complained one neighbor. "It's not the
property values I'm concerned about, it's
plain peace and quiet." Eventually traffic
congestion and off campus parking as
well as littering crowds became so pervasive throughout the community that
residents living blocks away took up the
fight. And, as the university spread along
College and Tudor Roads and down
Hammond and Beacon Streets, the
neighbors began espousing a "domino
theory" in their own defense against BC's
form of manifest destiny.
Admittedly, the CHA faces major disadvantages in their fight. For the most
part they are trying to preserve a lifestyle,
not land use. As the market slowly
recedes from those mansions, the
pressure increases either to break them
up into multi-family units or to
sell/donate them to institutions. And
because the area has been zoned against
apartment use, BC has become more and
more attractive as a possible buyer. The
school, after all, can outbid any private
owner because of its tax exempt status.
Add to this the fact that the sellers are
elderly and therefore less sensitive to
neighborhood pressures. One neighbor
on Lee Road told this reporter that BC
lawyers visited her several years ago
(Continued on page 10)

INTERVIEW.
(continued from page 1)
first heard the rumors of his arrest, I immediately decided to clarify what was the
matter. I was one of the first in America
to contact Natasha. We spoke for about
ten minutes. We were disconnected once.
She told me that two hours before
Solzhenitsyn had been arrested. She said
that the police had been extremely rude.
There were eight agents altogether. They
didn't say whether he was being merely
detained or arrested.
The extraordinary thing about their
rudeness was that they broke the lock on
the door as they were leaving. I think it's
highly symbolic. They didn't need that
lock any longer.
HEIGHTS: Because they were being
thrown out of the country or because the
Soviet police would now feel free to move
in any time and harrass them?
GLAZOV: Well, the Soviets wanted to
say that they didn't need that lock any
more.
In addition, Natasha complained that
some female voice prevented her from
speaking and from understanding what I
was saying. It was very difficult to hear
her. KGB harrassment of telephone
calls is not unusual, although on the level
with people like Sakharov and Solzhenitsyn, the KGB prefers not to create any
area of trouble. But a lot oflesser known
dissidents complain that their telephone
calls have been disconnected, and their
apparatus has been tampered with. For
example, two Moscow intellectuals,
Messrs. Rubin and Agursty, had their
telephones disconnected permanently in
recent months, because the authorities
did not want them to talk to anyone.
Natasha also told me that the secret
police people pushed her around. They
forced Solzhenitsyn out and pushed him.
HEIGHTS: Is there a reason that
Solzhenitsyn made it impossible to take
him any way but involuntarily?
GLAZOV: I think that this is fundamental testis philosophy. He considered that
the Soviet authorities did not represent
any lawful institution and that they only
camouflage their activities with the
facade of law. He considered it the best
thing not to cooperate, not to play one
»
more game with them.
HEIGHTS: What about your own
background in the dissident movement?
GLAZOV: While I was in Russia (I
came to America in September, 1972), I
was engaged in a moral protest movement, or what some call the Civil Rights
Movement defending our rights to be
human beings. My activity in that sphere
began in 1963.
The movement was a movement of individuals who had decided one by one to
oppose the totalitarian regime. Iremember that at that time I had my first
open clash with the KGB.
At that time, there was a turning point
in the whole mood of the Russian intelligentsia. It had been eight or nine
years since the death of Stalin, and
members of the intelligentsia became
more mature and they understood that
without pressing authorities they would
gain nothing. We would keep on being
slaves. But'that did not mean that we
wanted to overthrow the government.
Rather, we wanted to exert pressure.
We wouldn't mind, of course, if that
government did fall. The majority of my
friends did not believe that a revolution
or another bloodbath would create any
real opportunities, however.
HEIGHTS: When you were in the Soviet
Union, what about Solzhenitsyn im?
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the devil.
HEIGHTS: Is this similar to the
Berrigans' approach?
GLAZOV: I don't know yet. I feel
respect towards Father Berrigan. I have
reservations about American leftists,
though. I don't understand their position,
although I think that American dissidents understand Russian dissidents.
HEIGHTS: What is your reaction to the
policy of detente? How should the suppression of intellectuals in the Soviet
Union bear on detente?
GLAZOV: In its present form, I am
critical of detente. Detente has brought
on bad thirifs for America and Russia. It
only uses the lofty idea of cooperation.
But it is immoral since it has allowed the
current suppression. I think cooperation
is necessary but cooperation with wide
open eyes.
HEIGHTS: What is your reaction to
Nixon's refusal to comment on
Solzhenitsyn's deportation and
Kissinger's contention that this will not
affect detente?
GLAZOV: I am critical about Nixon's
position and also that of Henry
Kissinger. I think that Kissinger's position is cynical. Nixon doesn't want to
spoil his last trump card
detente.
HEIGHTS: What effect will the exile of
Solzhenitsyn have on the Russian dissidents?
GLAZOV: Although Solzhenitsyn is
viewed as the mightiest figure in the
moral protests movement, he was always
pursuing his own individual line. His expulsion is a tragedy for Russia and a
tragedy for its culture. I don't know
whether it is a tragedy for him ultimately.
I think it will be very good for him to be
acquainted with the West.
HEIGHTS: But does this represent a
tragedy for the dissident movement?
GLAZOV: We shall always see a picture
of trouble in Russia as long as the current
regime lasts. The movement is like a seryou cut one off
pent with seven heads
and another grows up in its place. Of
course, Solzhenitsyn is the mightiest
figure, but the West will see other figures
arise very soon.
HEIGHTS: What will the KGB do now?
Will it snuff out the rest of the movement
or will it let up now for awhile?
GLAZOV: As far as the immediate picture goes, the KGB, an extremely shrewd
body, will do its utmost to suppress all of
the agitation's roots. I don't believe
they'll be able to achieve this. The moral
movement launched with Boris Pasternak's Dr. Zhivago published in 1958 is
over, in this shape anyway.
I think three things are now possible.
Some people that are connected with
Solzhenitsyn understand that nothing
really has changed. They will stay unnoticed and perhaps unpunished in their
country. Other people who have been
considered activists around Solzhenitsyn
will be punished. The third group will be
advised to leave very quickly. Some ofhis
close friends have already found their
way to the West.
In Solzhenitsyn's case, there is a
paradox. He has been dismissed from
to

?

?

Solzhenitsyn as a spiritual figure plays a positive and important role in the history of Russia.
pressed you?
GLAZOV: I think that Solzhenitsyn was
one of the first men in Russia to realize
just how important it was to be a human
being, and not to compromise in his
dealings with the authorities. In Hindu
terms, I would say that he has found his
own Dharma. For it is written, follow
your own Dharma even if it leads you to
death, and don't follow another man's
Dharmaeven if you flourish. It is very important. He has found it: his personality
and a very deep rooted spirituality.
Maybe, Solzhenitsyn as a spiritual
figure plays a much more positive and a
much more important role in the history
of Russia than Tolstoi. I would say that
in some ways he is the opposite of
Tolstoi. Tolstoi destroyed the principle of
the Russian Orthodox Church. As far as
Solzhenitsyn is concerned, he restored
the Russian Orthodox Church and its
many features in the life of intellectuals.
HEIGHTS: Was there a circle of people
around Solzhenitsyn in Moscow, or was
he more or less a loner?
GLAZOV: We have several groups
among dissidents. These include neoCommunists, Christian Democrats,
Christian Socialists, Russophiles, and
others. Around Solzhenitsyn were a lot of

people who were fond of literature and
who hated Stalin's regime and who understood that religion and spirituality
were important cornerstones in building
one's own life. 1 think that Solzhenitsyn
in his own way, is a Christian Democrat
with a lot of high and lofty Russophile
sentiments also there. He is fond of the
Russian people. All his activities could be
understood as serving the Russian people.
HEIGHTS: Is the post-Stalin development of the intelligentsia an extension of
its Czarist ancestry?
GLAZOV: Intelligentsia development in
post-Stalinist Russia very rapidly
repeated the main stages of development
during the Czars Pushkin, Gogol, and
Chadayev. All these figures and the
questions they posed once again became
alive: What do we do? How do we save
Russia? By acts? By revolution? By
praying? Is Russia a unique Slavophile
country, or is it necessary to construct
bridges to the west?
HEIGHTS: What are your own intellectual leanings?
GLAZOV: I stay with JudeoChristianity. But religion without social
concern is hypocrisy, and social activism
without spiritual activity might lead you
?

Russia; for others there is no way out.

On the other hand, I'm quite sure that
in three or four years, other people will
come along, especially young people.
With it will come a social-religious approach to thereality of Russia, I believe.
For them, there will be no escape from
fighting for their human dignity, even
sometimes without any serious hope of
succeeding.
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three year contract. "The Statutes
nowhere suggest the, need for
timeliness," Heinemafpifeid, "it
seems odd to me
to
treat people seriously only when
they are hanging by their fingernails."
In both cases, Heineman cited
"the apparent de-emphasis on
teaching as a matter of deep concern." He sees "severe flaws in the
process," and hopes that "my going
to the Grievance Committee may
help prevent such flaws in the
future
The great irony is that at
a time when departments are asked
to do planning, the Promotions
Committee and the President chose
to overlook the planning that went
into" the departmental recommendations for Buni and Lawson.
Heineman also noted that the
matter of three letters sent directly
to the Promotions Committee dealing with 'inter-departmental
matters' is only a small part of his
complaint.
Both Professors Buni and Lawson

.
.
.
I

BC

Executive Vice-President Frank
Campanella expressed gratitude for
"the accidental good weather." In
addition, during a building by
building review of fuel usage, Campanella noted "we found and fixed a
number of defective thermostats,
and accelerated the installation of
storm windows." Coupled with the
closing of Hovey House and a
"garage that was eating up heat
behind Haley House," and general
University-wide cooperation, Campanella estimated a "13 to 15%
reduction in normal fuel consumption."
Campanella said BC has been
able to draw upon a $400,000 contingency fund in the University
budget to meet spiraling costs, and
asserted that "we're still going to
end up with a balanced budget."

History Dept. Sees Denials as Harm

"After you've packed your

DB"

&r

fuel, used in the main campus boiler
BY FRANCIS QUINN
Director of Purchasing Edward room, was priced at $4.52 per barrel
Driscoll told The Heights that the in December 1972. One year later
rising cost of heating fuel "is a the price had risen to $8.63 per
financial disaster, but there's not a barrel.
damn thing we can do about it."
To cope with the astronomicalinRobert Wood, who is now workcreases, BC has been running on two
ing on special assignments relating boilers, instead of five.
to utilities, agreed with Driscoll.
Mild winter weather, about 15%
"The cost of fuel oil that is being warmer than last year according to
used in the central boiler room has Jose Lagos, chief engineer of the
more than tripleed," Wood said. boiler room, computations, per"This is also true offuel used to heat mitted the boilers to burn (only)
dormitories and the Law School, 155,600 gallons of fuel during
which is raising havoc with the January. On relatively warm nights,
as many as ten main campus
Budget."
Under the Federal Mandatory buildings gowithout heat for fqur or
Allocation program which went into five late night hours. Total main
effect January 15, 1974, BC receives campus fuel consumption for
80% of its 1973 allotments, as January 1973, without nightly conrecorded by the Metropolitan servation measures, ran conPetroleum Company. Number 6 siderablyhigher, at 186,654 gallons.

at
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Planning

to

.

refused to speculate on what they
would do in the face of a final denial.
Buni explained, "I need the vacation
to calm down and regain a sense of
myself andthen I'll decide."Lawson
expects his talks with the President
and deans will produce a 'clarification' of his relationship and situation with the school.
Members of the History
Department's Student Caucuses will
meet this week to decide on what action, if any, will be taken. Michael

Kerr, an undergraduate student
representative noted that Monan's
refusal to review the decisions of the
Promotions Committee "makes it
much more difficult to see these
decisions as a mistake
They now
seem to have been a deliberate expression of contempt for the faculty
and students of the History Department, which Fr. Monan has ratified.
The Department cannot continue to
function successfully if this situation
is not resolved.

Prof. Andrew Buni

Prof. Alan Lawson

?

NEPTUNE'S
GALLEY
The Fresh Sea Food

Restaurant
Beer and Wine Served
Haley House seeks faculty and students from Boston College who are willing
to accept a challenge and contribute to the goals and growth of our community. Haley House exists to provide what we consider a healthy living situation
as a backdrop for experimentation of all sorts by the people of Boston
College. We'd like to see the house become a focal point for the University
where many more people than actually reside here use the facilities.
Those persons desiring to be part of Haley House should request
preliminary applications from Gasson 109 or Haley House. These
applications should be returned immediately to Gasson 109 andbe received no
later than Friday, February 22.

open daily until 9:00
Fri. and Sat. until 10:00
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BFacCetshHnRAdC
:TO ommunity
(Continued from page 7)

within a week of her husband's death,
offering to buy her property. Since all of
her neighbors had sold to BC she agreed,
but did not yield to the lawyers' pressure
for a deadline for the sale. She regretted
having signed with BC, but could see no
other alternative. "In all honesty," she
said, "I would have had to warn the fool
who bought this house about the beer
cans in the yard and the torn-up parking
tickets all over, etc., etc."
Despite the weaknesses in its position,
the CHA has made life difficult for BC.
They employ the best lawyers and fund
them well. And whenever a property is

sold, a construction/destruction
moratorium (extending several years) is
slapped on the lot. The CHA also hashad
a powerful hand in restricting construction design, as in the cases of the
Hillsides and the Rathskellar. They can
a tactic
enforce parking restrictions
many commuters have witnessed on
Tudor and Lee Roads. In general, the
CHA can delay interminably any scheme
BC suggests. With some of BC's latest
schedule squeezes, this power might be
their most deadly.
Lately the two forces have come to an
uneasy standstill. The college has promised that its expansion will go no further
down Hammond Street than Stone
Avenue and no further away from the
middle campus than College Road. The
neighbors are assured that no more highdensity dormitories will go up on that end
of the campus and that the school will
assist the Newton Police in their
ticketing.
Traditionally the basic malaise plaguing the university's relationship with the
community was mistrust. But lately the

strain has decreased. The CHA lawyer
felt that communication had opened considerably and that BC could finally be
trusted. "We meet regularly" he said
"and I don't get any run-around. Your
administration knows how to make
decisions."
Boston College is presently growing
towards the Resevoir and is therefore
safe from CHA jurisdiction. But eventually the Hammond Street properties
and the area along College Road will be
ripe for development. By that time the
university may have outlived its reputation for blight a la upper campus dorms
and the Hillsides, and might earn the opportunity to expand in Chestnut Hill
again. Before then, BC must prove to

these neighbors that its architectural integrity and its quality ofenvironment are
primary considerations in any decision to
expand. This means no more Modulars;
or superblocks like the Reservoir dorms
planned for 1975. The CHA seems not to
mind a growing university in its midst;
but only when that growth is mindful of
its neighbors and conducted with selfrespect.

* * *

In conclusion it must be said that BC is

a bad neighbor and that the change of attitude toward expansion in Chestnut Hill
(if BC administrators can be believed) is
still no excuse for the insensitivity to the
community of Allston-Brighton. It

the middle nußch

appears that only when faced with tough
zoning ordinances and a unified community will BC heed to the desires of the
surrounding neighborhoods. Yet these
neighborhoods are becoming more
powerful and the mistrust BC has sown in
their minds will return to haunt the
school very soon.
Boston College should not grow unless
it can grow properly. Both aesthetics and
the quality of life should be taken into account in any move the college makes into
a nearby community. We suggest that
BC not increase its enrollment by 2%
each year for the next four until some
pressure can be taken off the AllstonBrighton rental market by adequate BC
Housing.

Ball

O'Connell

?
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has Been postponed to fTURCh

29-,

fOR those who have pußchasefc,
they nruy pick up them
mon-thups

theße

official

invitations

Between 8-i2 ;

arc still a few tickets avaiUßle.

UGBC FINAL ELECTIONS
TUES. FEB. 19 10 AM 4 PM
WED. FEB 20 10 AM 4 PM
SUPPORT YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT
SO THEY CAN RETURN YOUR SUPPORT

-
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UGBC Election Committee
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to

Offer Free Courses

BY CHRISTINE BRESNAHAN
The pilot program to allow elderly citizens of Newton to attend
classes at BC free of charge, where
space is available, fell through this
semester; but according to Neil
O'Keefe, S.J., the plan should get
off the ground next September.
Last fall the Council for the Aging in Newton, in conjunction with
O'Keefe and the academic deans at

WZBC

many people would be interested in
continuing education and what
courses would be open to them.
Plans for the trial program,
however, broke down in November
when the Director of Human
Resources in Newton, the person in
charge of the Council for the Aging,
resigned. Files containing names of
Newtonites interested in the

VERD I

ITALIAN RESTAURANT

11 the
f*-sJ

HOMESTYLE FOOD

(f\T

Mon. to Thurs. 9:30 a.m. to 12:00p.m.

Friday-Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.
Sunday 4 p.m. to 12:00 p.m.

.

For Fast Take Out Service
caii 566-4390
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HE CHOSE YOU IN CHRIST
TO LIVE THROUGH LOVE IN HIS PRESENCE
The Medical Missionaries of Mary
Jjj^^
respond to His Gift in a life of
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COMMUNITY,
LOVE
PRAYER
HEALING
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in Africa, Taiwan and South America
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Winchester, Massachusetts
01890
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Featuring TheReal Neapolitan

auditing a course. O'Keefe was able
to supply him with a list of more
than 30 courses having empty seats.
Weiner decided to take Meteorology
"because it's something I'd always
wanted to know about." Weiner
described his class as "fabulous
I'm learning quite a bit." There are
already courses he would be interested in attending next semester.
"Economics has always interested
me
I would really like to take
some other sciencecourses." Weiner
feels sure that if the program were
publicized "a tremendous numberof
people" would want to get involved.
"I know quite a few people who
would be very much interested" in
the idea.
O'Keefe however, pointed out
that there might be some problems
in implementing the program on a
large scale. "We don't have 10 or 15
spaces in every classroom
many
of the best courses with the best
professors
will
be
closed
students paying tuition
will have first call" plus "there is a
lack of space at BC
parking will
be a problem
and we have a very
tight budget."
O'Keefe, however, expressed the
hope that some organization like
Pulse might helpregister people and

folk and imported music. There will
also be a focus on Student Activities, informing the BC community of the current events of such
groups as the Women's Center, the
area.
Alumni Association, and the acAccording to Ray Julian, tivities at O'Connell House. The
Program Coordinator, WZBC FM National Lampoon Show, along
will have an expanded diversity of with the News and Sports Spectrum,
air shows. Along with a weekly show will continue to be broadcast on
of solid gold, there are plans to FM.
devote programs to classical, jazz,
The tentative air schedule for the
new FM station will be 12:00 pm until 2:00 am daily, with all-night
shows on Friday and Saturday. The
WVBC AM schedule will remain
unchanged.

WASHINGTONSTREET

Commonwealth

program were lost. As far as the city
is concerned, commented O'Keefe,
"We're back to square one."
However, one elderly Newtonite,
Louis I. Weiner, has already taken
advantage of the opportunity and
has been auditing a Meteorology
class since January. Weiner, a
retired engineer, contacted BC
himself, before classes started in
January, to express his interest in

will now reach off-campus housing
and many commuters. Since the official address of the station will be
Newton, it will also broadcast news
of Newton and the surrounding

BR.GHTON. MASS
Corner of

Elderly of Newton

Receive FM Status

to

BY LEAH PORCELLO
After a long struggle, WZBC will
receive FM status on or about
March 15. Boston College's radio
station has already installed an
antenna on top of Cheverus Hall,
and as the transmitter arrives, and
testing is completed, broadcasting
will begin on 90.3 FM.
Estimates are that WZBC will
have a transmitting range of ten to
twenty miles. Consequently, WZBC

62

BC, began a study to determinehow
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BY R.J. SAMARAWEERA
Boston College students will be
the subject of a research project
designed to determineLhe amount of
high blood pressure in college
students.
Christine Harrington, a member
of the Medical-Surgical Nursing
Program who will conduct the tests
along with eight other graduate
students, explained the reasons for
the project. "The incidences of
hypertension in our society are
becoming increasingly prevalent in

I
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BENEDICTINE FATHERS ? GLASTONBURY MONASTERY
16 HULL STREET" HINGHAM. MASS. 02043
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Pizza and Deli
Special this week only:
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The religious life will enhance your
leadership potential and help you decide
your true vocation.
It you are now (or will be) studying at
an accredited college, write lor lull
information:

?

young adults," she said. "What we would like to know their blood
are about is studying the college age pressure.
population using BC students as the
The results of this study will be
used to test the validity of about
sample."
thirty hypotheses concerning high
The tests are to be conducted on a blood pressure. The work, being
random sampling of three-hundred done for Dorothy Walker's
students who have been sent letters Research Methods course, when
describing the project and asking published, will be on file in the
them to come to the Cushing FaculCushing Library under the title
ty Lounge on Tuesday, February 5 "Testing for High Blood Pressure in
from 5-7 pm or on Wednesday the College Age Adult." The
February 6 through the 8, from Heights will summarize the results
11:30 am to 1:30 pm. Harrington of the study when they become
also invited any other students who available.

Iletov
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Enrich your intellectual and spiritual
developmentby living, praying and working
with the Benedictine Community at

?

find out what courses they want,
thus cutting down the cost to the
school. Weiner also pointed out that
"It is an effort to get out four afternoons a week. I look forward to it,
but I'm sure some people might not
stick with it...the motivation is
there's no
entirely different
career motive for us."
There has been talk from time to
time in the city of Newton that BC
has an obligation to provide
educational opportunities in return
for its exemption from paying land
taxes. O'Keefe points out that the
state gives the schools their tax exempt status, not the cities. "Mayor
White realized this in Boston. The
schools are operating at a loss
if
the state were to reimburse the city,
the taxpayers would still end up
paying." In an earlier article in the
Heights O'Keefe stated that the only
reason that the program is being
considered is "because we are a
member of the community, and are
trying, as any good citizen should, to
do our share, and offer what services
we can for the benefit of our
neighbors."
Mr. Weiner agreed, "I wouldn't
say it's an obligation, I'd just say it's
a nice thing to do for senior
citizens."

BC Blood Pressure Studied

I Vi price

STUDENTS: LIVE IN A RELIGIOUS
COMMUNITY WHILE ATTENDING
THE COLLEGE OF YOUR CHOICE
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Walker, Burns, Hugo, and Moran Compete in UGBC Final
(Continued from page 1)

each dormitory on and off campus.
You can't expect to mobilize
students against a tuition hike, increased enrollment and more
graduate students on the faculty unless UGBC is in close personal contact with the student body. The present administration of UGBC is
totally incapable of mobilizing student opinion at BC because it has no
personal contact with the students.
My liaison program is an attempt to
reach the student grassroots. My ultimate goal is for decisive student input at all levels of university policy."
As part of his platform Burns said
that he also favors "strong support
for Mass. PIRG, improvements in
the registration system, and, connected with registration, the publication of a course and faculty evaluation booklet."
Around 5:00 PM last Thursday
Jim Moran (A&S '75) decided to
run as a write-in candidate for the
UGBC presidency. In response to
questioning by The Heights as to
why he was entering the race,
Moran said "Basically, I took a
look at the people who were in it and
I got afraid. I didn't want the whole

thing to go down the drain."
Concerning academic affairs on
campus Moran said that his platform was essentially one of
"implementing the AAB report. My
platform," Moran said, "calls not
for a re-examination of the core
curriculum. That's been going on for
the last six months. I'd like to see a
modification of the present distribution requirements which will allow
students to elect courses at will. I
also want to require the best
professors in each department to
teach core courses. The core
shouldn't be a training program for
inexperienced teachers.
"I'd also like to see the development of an 'integrated core
curriculum' ..." According to'
literature which Moran's organization distributed over the three-day
weekend, an 'integrated core
curriculum' is defined as "a course
to be taken for most of the
Freshman year which will be team
taught and will present a comprehensive and integrated survey
covering history, literature, art,
science, and combinations of
Theology and Philosophy courses
could also be accomplished and

perhaps joined to this integrated
core."
Moran stated that two of the key
issues in his campaign would be
tenure and library facilities. Concerning tenure Moran said that he
would support the "placement of
students on every promotions committee, a review of the AAUP
[American Association of University Professors? report concerning
extensions of the seven year up or
out rule and a formal review, every
three years, of all the faculty."
Labelling the present library
facilities "inadequate," Moran said
that "the library should immediately
examine their card catalogue system
to see if it is up to date, and see if
there are other ways of providing
that service." Moran spoke in favor
of theextended Hours of operation in
effect in the Cushing Library and
added, "I'd like to see the various
other libraries extend their hours,
particularly on the weekend."
Last Wednesday, immediately
upon receiving news of his third
place finish in the primary, Mike
Hugo (SOM '75) calledThe Heights
to announced his intention of running a write-in campaign on his

behalf. Thursday night at 9:00 he
appeared on WVBC, the BC radio
station, for a candidates' night and
declared he had withdrawn from the
campaign and was then supporting
Jim Moran for the presidency. The
following day Hugo announced that
he was once again a write-in candidate for UGBC president.

courses could be offered in first aid,

pre-law, sex education, and life-

saving on a pass, no-passbasis for a
single credit.
Concerning tenure at BC, Hugo
said that a policy of "equal
emphasis on teaching ability and
publication" should be implemented. Also included in his
academics platform are a system of
Asked why he had left Moran's registration by mail and publication
organization to run on his own, of a course critique. Referring to the
Hugo replied, "I'm not working to latter, Hugo said "Four thousand
get Tom Flynn re-elected. I want a
dollars was appropriated for this by
new president. Jim Moran is a UGBC
where is it?"
puppet of the Flynn adThe election Committee reported
ministration."
that 38 ballots had to be disqualified
Hugo said that he had altered his because technically it appeared that
platform in order to emphasize two different people were being
academics at BC as his primary convoted for with a single ballot. On all
cern. Regarding the core curriculum of these an official candidate's name
at BC Hugo said that he supports was checked, but a name was also
the implementation of the AAB written on the line allowed for writerecommendations, calling the AAB in candidates. Apparently 38
report "the first work of students students thought that they were rewhich is being taken seriously, at quired to sign theirballot in order to
least since I've been here."
certify it. Additionally, there were
As part of his platform Hugo thirty-six write-in votes cast for misfavors the issuance of one credit "to cellaneous people, including two for
participants in co-curricular acMickey Mouse, who according to
tivities which are moderated by a the student directory, does not go to
faculty advisor." He stated that school here.
?

AMC Buyer Protection Plan.
gets high grades in
Boston College study.
I

WARRANTY PERFORMANCE

Owners who knew what
warranty covered

Those who used warranty
Those who had problems
with work performed
*Those who had work
or problems resolved
satisfactorily
Those who had to go beyond
dealer or use hot line
Warranty users definitely
not satisfied
(Number of interviews)

CHEV.

FORD

38%
46

47%

CHRY.
PLYM.

AMC

AVG.

63%

60

28%
49

54

46%
52

33

55

48

13

32

62

52

76

84

73

TO

15

16

9

12

32
131

31
133

30
129

6

22
609

216

1972 Warranty Performancechart reproduced from Boston Coliege study, conducted by Professor of Management
Dr. John Hasenjaeger.

A recent Boston College survey
of purchasers of new cars
concluded that "the AMC warranty
was more clearly understood,
more effective in resolving customer
problems, and yielded greater
over-all customer satisfaction:'
We don't sell you
car
and forget you. We back every
new Gremlin, Hornet, Javelin,
Matador or Ambassador with all
the benefits of this exclusive AMC

1

Buyer Protection Plan :
When you buy a new 1974
AMC car from an American Motors

dealer, American Motors Corporation
guarantees to you that, except for
tires, it will pay for the repair or
replacement of any part it supplies
that is defective in materia! or

workmanship.This guarantee is
good for 12 months from the date
the car is first used or 12,000 miles,
whichever comes first. All we

require is that the car be properly
maintained and cared for under
normal use and service in the fifty

United States or Canada, and that
guaranteed repairs or replacement be
made by an American Motors dealer,
The AMC Buyer Protection
Plan. It makes our cars more thap

a good buy?it makes them a
better value.

a**/* Wm W\
I
V I D6dl6rS
AMC
See your AMC PI Dealer?where you get a good deal. And a good deal more.
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Tourney Bid in Sight
BY TOM BRADY
The state of Pennsylvania took a
beating from the BC basketball
team this past week. On Tuesday St.
Francis became the Eagle's sixth
straight victim and Perm State was
number seven on Saturday, 86-72.
Perm State fell behind right at the
outset and neverwas able to take the
lead, even after closing to within one
in the second half.
Mark Raterink had 10 of his
game high 26 pt in the first seven
minutes giving BC a 15-8 advantage.
The Nittany Lions played defense
like you will only find in a
playground. Jon Marshall, a 65"
forward, could have taught The
Watergate Boys a few things about
"Dirty Tricks."
Marshall played Raterink as if it
were a Heavyweight Championship
Bout (shoving, pushing, punching).
But the real defensive battle was
between Weldon and Perm State's
Ron Brown. Weldon harassed Perm
State's leading scorer to such an extent that the 64" ace was moved to
forward, letting him move without
the ball.
The Eagle's held a six point
margin mid-way through the first

half and opened it to as much as 14
at one point. But Brown's switch to
the forward position began to pay
off. He pumped in threebuckets in a
row in only a two minute span
narrowing it to a 6 pt. difference.
The final scoring play of the half
was the crowd pleaser and The
Smooth One was the Author.
Carrington took the ball right out of
Marshall's hands whilehe was coming down with the bound and converted it for a 3 pt. pay. Ah, revenge.
Marshall screams in protest.
"Smooth" smiles. And BC leaves
the floor at intermission ahead 44-35.
The Nittany Lions roared right
back in the second half. They pulled
to within one point, 53-52, when Bill
Collins was called for goal-tending
at the 14 minute mark. Seconds
later Nolan was charged with his
third personal.
Then that fickle fellow, Mo Menturn took hold of our boys. The surge started when Weldon fired a
length of the court beauty to
Carrington for the layup. Raterink
took over from there he scored 6
consecutive points.
Raterink simply began
?

Bill Collins and Mark Raterink up among the rafters for this rebound against Perm State. Photo McCue.
This rally gave the Eagles a 14 pt.
rebounds) and Bill Collins (11 pt and
dominating inside and the Maroon
14 rebounds) played well against a
& Gold ran up an II pt. lead. Perm lead (80-66) with less than four
minutes remaining BC simply rough State front line.
State always stayed within striking played control basketball from then
range with scrappy defensive play on and Zuffelato clearedhis bench.
Free Throws: The Eagle's
(which often didn'tresemble defense
dominated the boards bringing down
in "a non-contact sport").
Boston College had four men in 20 more bounds than their op"The General" next took comdouble figures as did Perm State. ponent ... BC continues to shoot
mand. Nolan hit Collins underneath Jere Nolan (14 pt., 12 assists and 5 poorly from the charity stripe,
for a 3 pt. play. Then he rattled off rebounds) and Mcl Weldon (9 pt, 7 they're hitting only 66% for theyear
eight straight points. Three of those assists, 5 reboudns) have proved in that area
St. John's invades
hoops came unassisted and the other themselves as one of the finest Roberts Center Tuesday night with
from Weldon on a perfectly ex- backcourt combinations in the East. the winner possibly receiving an
ecuted 2-on 1.
Bobby Carrington (2) pt. and 10 NCAA tournament berth

...
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?North Country? Trip Fruitless; BC Drops Two
BY LARRY RIFKIN
CANTON, NY
Unfortunately
the time has come for BC hockey
fans to break out the old Brooklyn
Dodger axiom, "Wait 'til next
year." Over the weekend, the Ice
Eagles returned to Len Ceglarski's
former campsite in the "North
Country" and suffered two tough
losses. The sole bright spot of the
trip was the continued strong
goaltendingof Ned Yetten, who was
forced to make 86 saves in two
nights. A big disappointment was
the lack of BC firepower (76 shots
and four goals overall.
The Clarkson loss Friday night
was an especially tough pill to
swallow. It was truly a game which
could have goneeither way. BC had
a few hit posts and near misses, but
when a team is having as rough a
year as this one is, these misfortunes
almost become a part of the

end of the period. A frustrated
Powers then high- sticked a
Clarkson player and was unsentimentally awarded with two
minutes in the cooler.
In a game where the goaltending
is as sharp as it was Friday night, a
one goal lead is all important. When
Gary Swenson stick-handled down
the left side and beat Yetten with a
backhander to make it 3-1, the
situation looked bleak, to say the
least. But Chuck Lambert got one
back at 5:49 "when he slapped home
a pass from Richie Hart behind the
net. Down 3-2, the Eagles sought the
equalizer. They received numerous
chances from the charitable
Clarkson defense, but couldn't seem
to make that big play. With one
minute left, Yetten was pulled for
the sixth attacker. With 33 seconds
remaining, Mike Ornella backhandstrategy.
ed one from his own left face off cirClarkson opened the scoring at cle into the vacated BC net to make
6:30 of the first period when Peter the final 4-2. A frustrated Richie
Lawson banged home a rebound of Smith knelt at center ice looking at
Stan Spadoni's shot. It was Lawthe net for a full 30 seconds afterthe
son's first varsity point. The period goal, summing the attitude of the
see-sawed back and forth with both Eagle contingent. Clarkson won the
teams taking turns dominating the game because they capitalized on
action. BC had the better chances, their opportunities; BC didn't.
but couldn't gut the puck past Syl
Satruday night's game saw the
Laßose, the Clarkson foalie.
Eagles blow numerous chance's early
The Eagles came out hitting to and then run out of gas in the third
start the second period and at 1:16 period. A stymied offense couldn't
Mark Riley poked home from in sustain any sort of continuous
front to tic it at 1-1. Surprisingly, pressure.
\u25a0
\u25a0
Clarkson gained the initiative after
St. Lawrence tallied first at 18:39
Riley's goal and pressed the action. if the first period when Mark Slater
At 2:43, sloppy clearing passes lead hit the top corner with a quick wrist
=to Clark-son's second goal when shot. The rest of the first period and
John Patterson, left unmolested in nearly the entire second stanza
front, scored to make it 2-1. The rest belonged to St. Lawrence. They
of the period saw BC with better played a rough and tough game,
chances, but they just couldn't score. departing with a 2-0 edge after two.
Laßose made many fine stops to Jeff Dillon got the second marker,
keep the Eagles off the scoreboard. hitting from in close at 16:48.
Luck was also with him as Mike
The third period opened with a
Powers hit a post and then slid the BC break. Kevin Campbell, St.
puck harmlessly through the crease, Lawrence frosh defenseman, skated
all in a span of 10 seconds near the directly in front ofhis own net where
?

,

he was met by Mike Powers. Mike
slapped Campbell's stick and the
puck caromed into the goal past a
stunned Harry Aikens. BC,
however, just didn'thave it Saturday
as St. Lawrence countered with
Dillon's second goal minutes later.

7:30 pm at McHugh against their
archrival BU. The players can still
taste that bitter 11-2 loss. Although
the playoffs are out of reach, a win
would take some of the stihg out of
the last encounter and a disappointing season.

At 7:32, it became 4-1 and at 12:56,
5-1. By now the Eagles werea mentally and physically tired team, but
Mike Powers managed to tip home
a Richie Hart blast for the final 5-2.
The Eagles will attempt to salvage
out of the season Wednesday night,

FF
Tarclktsein inale
BY BOB WALSH
event in which the Eagles took more had to run against Greater Boston
mile champ Mike Buckley and
The Boston College track team than one place. Another steady perfourth place finisher in the thousand
formance by Joe Dray got him seclosed out its regular season competition on a sour note, losing to cond place and teammate Frank Jon Svenson. Lowell didn't place
Northeastern University 75-43. This McQuade was right behind him for last week and hadn't been running
was the third loss for the Eagles this the third. After these three events well at all in the last few weeks.
the Huskies took over the lead and Well, he held off both of these good
season, the other two being to 'Harnever gave it up.
Huskie runners and won the event.
vard and the University of ConnecThe last three field events saw the This was an important win for the
ticut. Their overall record for the
year was seven wins and three losses'. Eagles only taking second places. Freshmen who needed to get some
Even though the loss was expected Dan Mahoney got a second in the confidence back.
Ed Becker took third place in the
before the meet, it should have been high jump, Tom Devane got one in
the, pole vault and Joe Dray took two-mile, butthis isn't Ed's race. He
a lot closer.
,is a miler, having taken fourth place
Injury and sickness caused the another one in the shot put.
in the Greater"Bostons, _qnly a seat
The
mile
was
the
first
running
loss of three key runners and least
fourteen points. Out of action were event. This race was presumed to be cond and a half behind the winner.
by the
pre&ter I I|he jnilp
Wally Swanborn, Kerry Leppo, and a
EjKes%Jid?t|
the pld meet
Pal Trovato. Swanborn, the Eagles Boston rk&i&t&sk i»-S.%§SbJ
record by a second. This tiam was
best two-miler, was out with a pulled Francis and NU's
who edged Francis out for the title manned by Co-capt. Paul Riordan,
muscle whicjh he sustained in pracbefore. Tonsilitis was by'drie stiepi W<*lf Francis-should up-.' ?Ueo .Vetcdftone, WjlrfanVGharland,
tice the
the cause of the absence of Leppo. for the challenge, but Huskies coach and Paul Trovato.
The two mile relay teajn didn't
This was a-very important loss as Irwin Cohen held Buckley back for
fare
the
1000.
Francis
went
on
to
win
the
as well, but all fou| of the
Kerry competes in five different
runners had competed, in the long
practically no comevents and would have placed in at mile easily with
,]l
distance-race earlier i'rifrvejday and
least three of them. Trovato, though petition. : [
yd
The 600
dash squad, minus the were 'a little tired, Running were Jim
running thej anchor leg of the B.C.
one-milerelay, was sick the previous services of Paul 'Trovato, could 0n1y... Msl.nty.re,, Steve* .Lowell, Jim
week with the flu This held, him manage ..a. third place from.. .Gosgin,, and Kejth, Eraocisi
The Eagle tracksters" hope to
back from running in the 600 yd. Freshman Leo, Yercollone.
[\u25a0\u25a0 -,
dash, a race he most likely would
Dan Mahoney, was literally nosed forget last Saturday's disasfer at the
out of first place by NU's Clyde Cabot Cage and are'now preparing
have won.
B.C. took an early 14-13 lead Valentine in the high hurdles and for next Saturday's New England
after the completion of the first had to settle for second place. Track, and Field Championships.
three events. Dan Mahoney won Mahoney then came back to take They have a good chance of taking a
very high place and an outside
both the long jump and triple jump third place in the 50-yd dash.
with two of his best jumps of the
Some very smart running by possibility of coming home as New
year. The other four points came
B.C.'s Steve Lowell earned him a England champs with the right kind
from the 35-lb. weight toss, the only first place in the 1000 yd run. Lowell of breaks.
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the 150 pound class, finished
third in the Greater Bostons and
shows a lot of promise for the
future.
The seventh freshman on the
team is Pete Richardson who
weighs 167 pounds. According to BY DENNIE DAYCH
record in the 50 and 100 yard
been improving steadily. The the coach, Pete is "potentially the
The Boston College women's breaststroke, equalling her best
times with 1.16.5 minutes for the
highlight of his season came when best wrestler on the team" and is swim team lost its claim to an unhe defeated the two-time "coming on the way he should
defeated season at the hands of longer race. The Eagles swept the
defending champ in the Greater be." He has pinned his last three
Northeastern 64-40, last Thursday 100 yard backstroke with Kathy
Bostons a couple weeks ago. Jim opponents.
nite in the Sports Complex. This Bailey, drawing first and Janet
is also captain of the chess team.
The heart of the team has been loss is only the second this year for O'Leary outtouching the NU
Another Jim Fox (no relation) the other co-captain Bob Sullivan. the entire Aquatic club headed by swimmer by 0.4 seconds for second.
wrestles in the 190 pound weight After winning five matches in a Tom Groden. The women had just Bailey, in her first year of comclass. "If the smaller Fox isn't the row Bob broke his arm which was won the Greater Boston Meet, petitive swimming, also scored four
best wrestler on the team, then the toughest break for the team
which included Northeastern, and firsts and a second against MIT.
this Fox is," according to Coach this year. His dedication showed their sth victory over MIT, before
Julie Twyford brought in the first
Goldberg.
through, however, when to keep being upset by the Huskies great inA very spirited athlete, he
in shape, he ran every day to the dividual strength which earned them place points for diving as she had
came out the second half of the doctor's office asking when the 8 first places. Against MIT, BC cap- done previously against NU. In the
year and has been the main reason
cast would come off.
tured all ten swimming events, Greater Boston her 10 points was
that the team has come together
To show how much the team although not the diving competition BC's edge over the Huskies. The
recently.
has improved, they beat a strong and 14 additional places to run up team's number one scorer, Sara
Two more first year men could Lowell Tech team which in turn the score. BC's depth has been the Schwarz, set a team record of2.20.4
minutes in the 200 yard freestyle
also step in and help the team had defeated three teams BC had key in the past and in the chamgreatly in the future. Owen Black lost to.
pionship victory, but the fewer behind NU superstar, Janet Brown.
and Joe Calderone who weigh 126
With seven freshmen to build events in the dual meet favors the She also placed in the 2 other
and 134 pounds respectively are around who also show a Herculian performer. Janet Brown freestyle events, again behind
wrestling for the first times ever in
tremendous amount of of Northeastern stroked her way to Brown.
The Eagles enter the New
their lives. Owen pinned the last enthusiasm, there is no reason first in all three freestyle events and
England Championship involving 20
man he met and is very strong. So why the BC wrestling team can't led her team in the final relay vicsuccessful team tory.
tophotch New England schools.
is Joe.
become
"The mainstays of the team all on campus. According to Coach
Saturday Feb. 16 at the U. of
year have been froshs Marty
Goldberg, "The guys are starting
Maine. Sure to place high in the
BC did have its bright spots. contest are Springfield College and
McDermott and John Reagan," to root for each other which
Mary Kay Finnerty tied the pool Southern Connecticut,
Goldberg feels. Reagan, who is in means a lot to the wrestlers."

Young BC Grappler Team
Holds Promise for Future

BY KEN RIVETZ
It's time that one of the least
publicized sports teams at Boston
College was given the proper
recognition it deserves. The
greatly deserving group of boys
comprises the BC wrestling team.
According to Coach Shelly
Goldberg the boys on the team
are very dedicated and give 100%
of themselves all the time.
Despite the fact that the team
is 2-7 with one dual meet
remaining this year, there are
seven freshmen on the sqad who
are improving all the time and will
form the nucleus of what could be
an excellent team in a year or two
under the guidance of Coach

Goldberg.
Providing the leadership on the
team is senior co-captain Ed
Mulhern, who weighs in at 177
pounds.
After a poor start this year he
has won four matches in a row.
He has also been instrumental in
the team's two victories which
have come in the team's last two
matches. Coach Goldberg says
about Ed, "He is one of the most
dedicated people I've ever
known." At the moment he is
working very hard to place in the
New England regional meet which
will be held March 2 at
Dartmouth. The New Englands
are the highlight of the season for

Women's Swim Team
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the wrestlers.
"I feel that there is a definite
future for the first time in BC
wrestling" is what the seven
freshmen on the squad prompted
Coach Goldberg to state.
One of the freshmen is Jim
Fox who wrestles in the 158
pound class. The coach said, "Jim
is probably the best wrestler ever
to come to BC." Only a first year
man and with very little
experience, through very hard
work and determination, he has
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St. John's Invades Roberts Tonite for Crucial Test
BY MIKE MEEHAN
The road to the NIT is always
plagued with pitfalls and challenges.,
The Eagles went to Providence and
fell just short; they came back to
Roberts Center and conquered the
likes of St. Joseph's and, most importantly, UMass. Now they face
another test that might mean the
difference between a March trip to
New York, and a few extra days in
Florida. Tonight's battle features
the Redmen of St. John's, and make
no mistake about it, they want it
badly. You see, this year, under the
volatile leadership of returning
coach Lou Carnesseca, the Redmen
have post-season aspirations of their
own.

Sporting a record of 15-5,prior to
meeting Niagra this past Saturday,

the Redmen boast a starting five
that all average over ten points per
game. The leading scorer for the
"boys from the city" has been
forward Mcl Utley, who has been
forced to replace Ail-American Billy
Schaeffer and has been hitting at
17.3 per game clip. The big man in
the middle is Ed Searcy, a boy who
can jump through the ceiling for
you. Formerly from that great
basketballfactory, Power Memorial
High School, Ed has so far accounted for 12 points and an equal
number of retrieves per game.
Possibly his greatest asset to the
team, however, is as a "shotblocker" and he can be accurately
termed an intimidator. At the other
forward is Bill "Beaver" Smith, the
"garbage man" who is averaging 11
points and 10 rebounds per game.

This Sporting Week
Tuesday, February 19
Basketball, St. John's Roberts Center, 7:30
JV Basketball, Northeastern, Roberts Center, 5:30
Skiing, Dual Slalom, NU, Prospect Hill
Women's Basketball, at Eastern Nazarene, 6:00
Wednesday, February 20
Hockey, Boston University, McHugh, 7:30
JV Hockey, Boston University, McHugh, 5:30
Women's Swimming, at Boston University, 7:00

Thursday, February 21

No events scheduled.

-

Friday, February 22
JV Hockey, Northwood, McHugh, 5:30
Saturday, February 23
Basketball, Holy Cross, at Holy Cross, 8:00
Hockey, Army, at West Point, 8:00
Track, New England's at UConn
JV Basketball, Holy Cross, at Holy Cross, 6:00
Skiing, Championship Series, SI, Prospect Hill

No team can operate effectively
however without capable guards,
and St. John's has two good ones in
Kevin Guess and Frank Alagia.
Alagia is the quarterback, and
before breaking his hand against
Syracuse had averaged 13.5 points
per game and handed out an impressive 68 assists through 12
games. Cut from the Ernie "D"
mold, Alagia can really make things
happen. His running mate in the
other guard is Kevin Cluess, a deadly outside shooter who has thrown in
close to 12 points each outing. Unfortunately for BC fans, Alagia is
expected to start against the Eagles,

Expect a controlled type of
offense straight from the discipled
Carnesseca mold, with Searcy trying
to work inside. Defensively the
ballgame.
Redmen are almost strictly man-toIn rating St. John's performance man, for Carnesseca by his own adso far this year one has got to take mission is a poor zone teacher. On
notice of their big wins over rare occasions they employ a zone
Jacksonville and the University of press. Paramount for the Eagles is
Alabama. On the other side of the to draw Searcy away from the
basket, thus opening up the inside
ledger we see losses to Clemson (68for Carrington, Nolan, and Com-58), Georgetown (85-82 in overtime), Manhattan (74-65 in the pany.
finals of the Holiday Festival),
The journey to New York is
Dayton (82-58), and Syracuse (72almost completed, but this is one of
-71), which points up their biggest
those important stops along the
problem: inconsistency.
way.

NU Crushes Eagles, Playoff Hopes
BY TONY PIANTIERI
In what is fast becoming the
winter of their discontent, the
Boston College Eagles dropped
another game they could ill afford to
drop and treated the NU Huskies to
their first Beanpot win in their last
14 outings. The setback further
diminished BC hopes for postseason activities, as the loss dropped
the Eagles from tenth to twelfth
place in ECAC Division 1 standings.
And with eighth place being the final
play-off berth, the outlook isn't
bright, especially when one considers next week's confrontation
with BU.
The evening started with both
teams fighting for that final play-off
spot as NU also occupied tenth
place with BC, so this wasn't just a
"consolation" game. Chucky
Lambert, who's been a source of
consolation all year long for coach
Ceglarski, put the Eagles on the
board first when he lifted a Zeke
Doyle rebound into the net to the
left of goalie Tod Blanchard after a
scramble in front, 5:12 the time.
Mark Riley, who is one of BC's
most underrated hockey players,
also was credited with an assist.
The lead,however,was short lived
as NU tallied a few minutes later on
one of what was to be many sloppy
passes in the BC end. Winger Don

Thoughts From Under
I think that if the basketball team receives invitations
both the NIT and NCAA, the team should be allowed
to vote on where it wants to play. It is the only equitable
way.
You probably think that the big basketball news on
campus last week was Bob Zuffelato's people extending
their record to 16-5 with two more wins. Wrong-o. Actually, the big basketball news on campus last week was
that the Big Mac's (known in some circles as The
Beavers) of the Girl's Intramural League extended their
record to 3-0 with two more wins. Guess who coaches the
'\u25a0 "
Big Mac's?

but if he cannot his spot will be
taken by Glen Williams, a promising freshman who in Frank's
absence has averaged 9 points per

Condon stole the puck as Buddy
Yandle and Tom Songin had difficulties bringing it out. Condon
Yetten down to the right and lifted it
for the score. Defenseman Bill
Bryant made it 2-1 at 12:20when he
blasted a slapshot from the right
point through a screen, the result of
superb forechecking by the Huskies.
BC continued the ragged play in
their own end and once again got
burned as center Terry Toal stole
the puck from Songin' this wasn't
his "night
and walked in on a
defenseless Yetten. Toal beat him
with a backhander to his left for the
final goal of what was one of BC's
worst periods all season.
Scoreless hockey was played by
both teams in the second period,
though play in general was much
more aggressive. Chances were had
at both ends
one such chance
resulting in an excellent defensive
play by Lambert as Chuck just
managed to deflect a Terry Toal
wrist shot, theresult of a two-on-one
with John Lovell and Yetten completely out of position.
That hope which springs eternal
in the human breast was suddenly
awakened in the third and final
period when Lambert fed Fernald in
the corner with a pass from the left
point. Fernald sent it in front for
Martin who put BC within one at
?

?

***

Slapshots: What? A hockey game
with penalties? Not on your life. NU
had men in the box on five different
occasions and BC failed to capitalize
each time. Add that to BC's poor
play in their own end and NU:
defensive-minded game and it spells
a loss
NU uniforms are almost
facsimiles of Chicago Black Hawks
so was their style of
play
Eagles are 0-2 with Huskies
this year, losing 7-4 in an earlier
contest
My personal winning
skein ended at 6. Until last Monday,
I had not covered a losing BC
hockey game. All things, even winning streaks, must pass.
?

.. . .

...

a Cold Hillside Shower

to

Does it sometimes occur to you that the BC Housing
Office is run about as efficiently as the campus police
force?
But come to think of it, why give the campus police
force a bad name?
I have tremendous admiration for Len Ceglarski as a
hockey coach, but about a week ago, a writer from this
paper asked Ceglarski about John Baier not suiting up,
and the hockey coach replied, "Because I didn't suit him
up." Maybe Ceglarski had had a bad day, or maybe he
was having George Allen fantasies, but whatever the
reason, it was strictly a juvenile answer.
I don't know about anyone else, but every time we
have a close basketball game, I start wondering where
Dave "Now, coach, now?" Ulrich is sitting.
Peter Gammons of the Globe was absolutely right in
saying that BC basketball fans "maybe don't give a

?

?

12:08 3-2 the score. But NU continued to bottle BC up in their own
end and wait for another misplay. It
paid off as Jim Martel, after much
harrassment in the BC end, eluded
his defendersand put a back-hander
through Yetten's legs to make it 4-2
at 17:27, taking whatever wind there
was out of BC's sails. Smith,
however, got the crowd stirring
when he jammed one home from a
scramble in front at 18:50 and
Yetten was lifted for a sixth attacker. But it simply was a case of
too little, too late as NU held and
BC sank further in Division 1 standings.

Mike Lupica
damn." Except for those beautiful Balcony Crazies that
sit directly across from the side of the court where the BC
bench is (the balcony side closest to the band), this school
doesn't deserve a tournamentbasketball team. I get sicky
to my tummy when people tell me that the game wasn't
big enough, or they were studying. Good basketball fans
come out consistently to see good basketball teams.
Period. If the St. John's game does not sell out Tuesday
night, Mike the Janitor will finally have to carry me out
in the stretcher he's always saying I'm going to need
some Roberts Center night.
To carry this thought just one step further, all the
sports fans at this school are pretty much second rate,
with the usual exception of the hockey fanatics. Hell,
during the football season, the crowd at one home game
is in direct proportion to how well the team played the
week before.
Okay, I won't keep you in suspense any longer. Joe
MacDonald and I coach the Big Mac-Beavers.
The Big Mac-Beavers are very well coached.
If I was a pro football head coach, I would make sure
that Greg Brand got a tryout with my team. Because if
Brand just gets the chance, I think he can play
somewhere.
Joe Yukica, I'd love to join you for cocktails before the

St. John's game, but I'm really busy. And everyone
knows I don't drink, anyway.
Who wants to join the "Killer" Kilcullen Fan Club?
Mark Raterink still looks a little like a truck going
from first to second gear when he fakes out on the court,
but, oh, is he there when the team needs him. It has
gotten to the point where he can make that little
turnaround-fallaway jump shot of his without even looking\u25ba...».
Hi, I'm Joe "Chicago" Spadavecchio, and I'm here to
clean your bathroom walls.
What do you think? Does the combined I.Q. of the
people running to succeed Tom Flynn exceed 200? Some
deep thinkers at this place got their jollies from knocking
Flynn, but I think a helluva lot more are very sorry to see
him go.
When's the next Big Mac-Beavers game?
Want to see how high Joe Yukica can jump? Just sneak
up behind him and yell, "ROOSEVELT LEAKS!!!"
The BC rugby team will be playing in a tournament in
New Orleans during Mardi Gras time. Now, the question
is not whether therugby team will ever be the same after
that, but rather will New Orleans ever be
I wanna play Providence again, I wanna play Providence

.

again..

.

If it wasn't for the three or four people who still care
on the hockey team, I'd ask if hockey season was over
yet.

..

And if Bob Zuffelato wants to pick up some new leap
routines, he should catch some Big Mac-Beavers games
this week. MacDonald has this one
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Machine-like Eagles Chew Up St. Francis, 86-73
BY JIM TRENGROVE
Throwing the best that* the
Vatican has to offer, has so far
proven nothing short of a futile
attempt at combatting the inevitable; namely the firepower of
this Jesuitinstitution of higher learning. The top three on the Pope's
All-Heaven squad, Saints' Joseph,
Francis and John have been slated to
stop the possessed Eagles, failing
with the two formers, yet to face the
latter, John, who enters the Devil's
Den on Tuesday.
Francis was the latest victim last
Wednesday, 86-73. He hadn't a
prayer. Joseph was the first and
hopefully John will be the third to
fail in an attempt to cast out the
devil, presently alive and well in
Chestnut Hill. Theories pertaining
to the possibilities of Coach Bob
Zuffelato selling the young souls of
his thirteen, balance on therealm of
absurdity. It just may be that
someone down there likes us.
Not that St. Francis, victor over
nationally ranked Creighton, was
unqualified. Senior Bill Stevens,
sent from above, was a gun; to the
effect of 23 points (game high). Rich

locked the decision.
It was the Eagles from 40:00 to
:00. I doubt talent contributions
from past grads Norm Van Lier,
Kevin Porter or the late Maurice
Stokes could have aided the Francis
cause. Four Eagles reached double
figures. Billy Collins owned the

Hockenos graciously pitched in 16
in the losing effort. BC capitalizedin
all three cases.
Francis' tallest was 67" Clarence
Hopson. Billy Collins, Mark
Raterink and Paul Berwanger proved too much for the man.
The infamous "Fordham-TVZone"
hustled up at 14:00 of the first half.
The 14-12 contest became a 26-18
contest, became NO contest.
Pure talent. The first 20 minutes
operated like a Bruins power play.
Only five BC turnovers,
sharpshooting in the range of 63%
and foul shooting that amounted to
nothing more than wishful thinking
at the introduction of '74. A complete turnabout. Half: BC 46-St.
Francis 32.
All was not lost for Francis,
though. 54-36 was as bad as it would
get. A half court press kept the
Eagles in double figures and even
whittled 18 to 10 at onepoint, 67-57.
But time was on our side.

BY ANN BALDWIN
Last weekend at Round Top Mt.
in Plymouth Union, Vermont, Tim
Cyr, co-captain, won the first AIC
medal for Boston College in two
years, for his excellent performance
in the Giant Slalom on Sunday
afternoon. Jim Hansen, winner of
the Schlitz Cup in his class at the
1973 NASTAR finals, was the last
skier to take a medal for BC. Cyr
placed third in the GS, after breaking out of a three way tic for seventh
Bobby Carington (19 points) sat with his second run. Tim placed
with a few questionable calls, giving seventh in the Slalom on Saturday,
way to Captain Kilcullen and a hand out of a field of ninety skiers. Cyr's
fresh from the fire. Three jumpers achievements over the weekend were
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The Courtside Club is taking names for a proposed bus trip to
UConn basketball game on Feb. 26. Anyone interested may place
name on the chart outside of the BC Ticket Office in Roberts Foyer.

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
VACATION
AND GET ON
TO A GOOD THING.

j
j

Hockey
Dave Pearlman
Tom Burke

I

Basketball
Len DeLuca
Bill Evans

Play-by-Play
Color

upcoming:

Tues. Feb. 26: Basketball at UConn 7:50
Fri. March 1: Hockey vs Providence 7:20
Sat. March 2: Basketball vs Georgetown 7:20

j j
i

II

Follow the Eagles both Home and Away
on the Boston College Sports Network
Eagle Air"
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A few years before you were born
Israel was born.
Israel has a lifetime of experiences fo share with you. and
we can help you share them with a series of tours speCifically designed for college age travelers.
Like our 6 WEEK KIBBUTZ WORK/TOUR PROGRAM
where you'll work on a kibbutz as a temporary worker
tour in lsrae!/and meet youMsrae|j counterparts.
r Ur NE MONTH ISRAEL TOUR wh, ch is a comprehensive sightseeing tour designed to immerse you in
Israel
culture. Our ISRAEL/EUROPE
. TOU R eprnbintng tweaks of
an op\u25a0Sson&Jsj£nd Tour
ra ty° :weekstaym Athens and" Istanbul
We'also have tours of England, France Italy, Holland
an d Switzerland. And special high school tours that combin e Israel with Spam and Porlugal or Amsterdam and
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For inlormalion on any ol our youth, high school or
college tours call or write: Histadrut Tours, 630
Third
Avenue, N.Y. 10017, (212) 697-6822.
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Northeastern in a dual slalom.
Boston College skied at 99.4% and
NU at 95.3%. The total time
difference was 13.87 seconds. Timmy Soule won the race by an incredible 1.24 seconds. Tim Cyr was
second, Phil Martin third, Bob
Morrow of NU fourth, Gary
Pavlick fifth and John Barry sixth.
BC also captured ninth with Bob
Hennessey, tenth with John Gildea
and twelfth with Ed White.
BC outskied Northeastern in
both of the dual slalom's at Prospect
Hill, but NU beat them at Round
Top. This is reflective of the team's
away performances this year. They
are racing smoothly and solidly at
home, winning every race by a substantial margin, yet they run into
difficulty when they are away. This
weekend at Mt. Rowe in New
Hampshire they have another
chance to prove their racing, let's
hope they do!

CourtsideClub

WBOS FM 92.9 MHz
WVBC AM 640 KHz

I

consistent with his overall performances for this season. He is skiing
to approximately 97% of perfection.
Tim has placed either first or second
on all of the dual slalom, BC lost
their chance for second or third
place with an unfortunate DSQ.
They had three solid places, Cyr's
seventh, Gary Pavlick'seleventh and
Timmy Soule's twelfth. Phil Martin
was DSQ'd and BC lost their
necessary fourth time. Amherst won
the Slalom and BC took fifth place.
In the GS on Sunday, BC performed poorly. The team was really
inconsistent with its season record.
Although Cyr did take third, and
Martin thirteenth, the team placed
ninth and lost the race. Only eight of
the fourteen BC runs were completed. Timmy Soule took a bad fall
and missed catching second or third
place.
On Tuesday night at Prospect
Hill, BC bounced back and beat
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BROADCASTS FOR THIS WEEK
Tuesday: Basketball vs St. John's 7:20
Wednesday: Hockey vs BU 7:20
Wednesday: Basketball at Dartmouth 7:20
Saturday: Basketball at Holy Cross 7:50

I
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The court between 7th and Bth
avenues are fast becoming a reality,
more of a reality than at times
against Canisus, Syracuse and BU.
The Statler-Hilton is now taking
reservations. A few more wins
should be just enough .just
enough for the City.

Ski Team Loves Home Cookin?

/"ilk
I

backboards. Melvin Weldon
narrowly escaped arrest for
numerous steals. Jere Nolan threw
as many picture perfect passes as
I've seen on a good night at M.A.'s.
Smooth was. Wilfrid and Paul
Berwanger kinda make ya hate to
leave this of place.

we Know Israel better I UU I O
Third Avenue, New York 10017 (212j 697-682:!
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Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellowstudents
who are already on to a good thing You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money, too, over the increased standby air
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays
Anytime. Go Greyhound

.
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GREYHOUND SERVICE

~

~
Hartford

ONE- ROUND- YOU CAN

Albany

10.35

TQ;

WAY

6.85

New York 10.75
Portland
6.70
New Haven 8.20
Ask your

agent

T-RIP

13.05
19.70
21.50
12.75
15.60

LEAVE

'«

3:30 & 5:45
4:00 & 12:00
hourly 8:00 AM-6:00 PM
5:15 & 6:15
3:30 & 5:45

about additional departures and return

Jack Weiler 542-7703

trips

I

Greyhound
gW
l£2kW A change for the better

